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Student awaits
national release
of album
Kate Voegele of Miami

Bush set to veto withdrawal bill
Congress anticipates rejection, prepares revised benchmark plan for Iraq
ByB.nF.ll.r
The Associated Press

Univ. breaks into the
music industry with
i

| Page 3

Colleges see rise
in mental health
counseling
A large number of
students are seeking
help for anxiety and
depression | Page J

Road collapses
during accident
A California freeway
melts, crumbles after a
gas truck catches fire
early yesterday. Driver
escapes with minor

WASHINGTON — President
Bush will not sign any warspending bill that penalizes Iraq's government for failing to make
progress, Secretary of State
Condoleezza Rice said yesterday, a fresh warning to Congress
about challenging him.
Bush is expected to veto a
bill this week that would order
U.S. troops to begin withdrawing from Iraq by Oct. 1. lacking
the votes to override a veto, the
Democratic-led Congress is
considering a revised plan to
pay for the way while requiring
Iraq to meet benchmarks for
progress.
Congress has not decided
whether to punish Iraq for falling short. Rice sent lawmakers
a clear message, saying Bush
would not agree to a plan that

penalizes the Baghdad for
insufficient progress.
"To begin now to tie our own
hands — and to say 'We must
do this if they don't do that' —
doesn't allow us the flexibility
and creativity that we need to
move this forward," Rice said.
Democratic lawmakers, eager
to wind the war down, showed
little appetite for establishing
goals without consequences.
Iraq has struggled to keep its
own promises for distributing
oil wealth, refining its constitution and expanding democratic
participation.
"The benchmarks — the
Iraqis agreed to it, the president agreed it," said Rep. John
Murtha, D-Pa., who heads a
House subcommittee that controls defense spending. "We're
saying to them. 'Well, let's put
some teeth into the benchmarks,'"

"The United States is
paying in blood and
treasures."
Condoleezza Rice | Sec. of State

Even if they agree to scrap
a troop withdrawal timetable,
Democratic lawmakers say
they want to link U.S. support
to Iraq's performance in some
way. But they must find an
approach that win Republican
support to pass a new bill that
Bush is willing to sign.
Bush is expected the veto
the war bill by tomorrow, then
meet Wednesday with congressional leaders on the next
steps. The current legislation
would provide $124.2 billion,
more than S90 billion of which
would go for the wars in Iraq
and Afghanistan.

Making the rounds of the
Sunday talk shows, Rice said
Iraqi leaders know U.S. patience
is worn. Still, she said deadlines for progress could undermine the work of Gen. David
Petraeus, the top U.S. military
commander in Iraq, and Ryan
Crocker, the new U.S. ambassador to Iraq.
"The United States is paying
in blood and treasures," Rice
acknowledged. "The Iraqi leadership is being told, and I think
they understand, that the kind
of Iraq that there is going to
be is up to them. We can't give
them a united Iraq."
Iraq's foreign minister.
Hoshyar Zebari, said Iraqi leaders have gotten the message.
"We have no illusion that the
U.S. commitment is not openended," he said. "We have said it
from the beginning. This is our
country."
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Condoleez7d Rue. leaves CBS studio, yesterday in Washington

burns | Page 7

Softball sees big
wins over Toledo
The Falcons went

Misfired
bullet hits

5-0 Saturday and 5-1
yesterday against the
Rockets | Page 10

local home

BG falls to MU
E3 over weekend

By Tim Sampson

[3 After having a successful
weekend at Akron, their
moment came to a halt

Secret warrants
to be used in
terrorism case
Police plan to use
evidence collected from
a foreign intelligence act
DAN WHITE : THSBGNiWS

to prosecute a Columbus
man accused of joining
al-Oaida | Page 6

Japanese invent
pet stress patch

Students face whirlwind of fees

A company claims it
can measure the stress

By Christy Johnson
and Ella Fowler

level of cats and dogs

Reporters

by sticking a colorchanging patch to
their paws | Page 15
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Will building walls in
Baghdad help end
the violence in Iraq?

BILLY VENIA.
Sophomore. Architecture

I

"It's probably not
going to do anything;
they're just walls."

| Page 4
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TODAY
Afternoon Showers
High: 71, Low: 50

i

«•
TOMORROW
Scattered T-Storms
High: 72. Low: 48

k

There is no tangible correlation between
graduation rates, retention rates and tuition
rates, University officials say.
While both graduation rates and tuition
rates are unstable, one of them has seen a
continuous increase. It's not hard to guess
which.
From the 2004-05 school year to the
2005-06 school year tuition rates throughout the country rose an average of 6.5
percent.
At the University, tuition has climbed
$3,000 since 2004.
Some people notice the tuition increase,
and say that if tuition keeps rising drastically they may be forced to transfer to a
cheaper institution.
"I probably would go closer to home
because home has community colleges
that would be cheaper," freshman Kallie
llitchingssaid.
Other students say they do notice the
tuition changes, but that it is not enough
for them to leave the University.
"It made me mad, but I didn't question
it, and I 'm still here." said graduating senior
AmieAnschutz.
So what is the reason students leave the
University?
Retention rates, which is the number of freshman students coming to the
University in the fall and returning the next
fall, have been steady the past four years,
averaging at 76.8 percent.
Nationally, retention rates linger around
75 percent, putting BG just above the average, said BUI Knight, assistant vice president for planning and accountability for

A COMPARISON OF TUITION COSTS AT BGSU. TOLEDO
BGSU
2002-03:
2001-04:
2004-05:
2005-06:
2006-07:

Rentention

—Kates—
74.2%
77.9%
7».1X
76.1%

Tuition
Ohio Resident'

Tuition
Non-Ohio Resident"

16.904
$7,408
$8,072
S8.560
$9,060

$10,218
$10,888
$11,726
$12,214
$12,714

Tuition
Ohio Resident'
$$.988
$6,428

Tuition
Non-Ohio Resident'

source www.bgsu.edu/offices/ir

University of Toledo
2004-05:
2005-06:

Rentention

Rates
66.0"..
69.0%

$14,800
$15,240

2002-05:
2005-04:
2004-05:
2005-06:
2006-07:

Rentention

—Bales—
83.0%
82.0%
81.0%
80.0%

Resumes on
video grow in
popularity
By Matthew Trotter

Research searched for reasons as to why
students were leaving after their first year.
11 ■ 11 Sharp, director of media relations at
the University, explained there has not been
a strong connection to tuition increase and
retention rate in the past.
However, after the 3 percent drop in

POMONA, Calif. — Lights.
Camera.
Employment!
Normally, these words don't
go together, but video resumes
are becoming more and more
popular.
A quick search for "resume"
on YouTube generates more
than 4,000 results. Searching
for "video resume" on Google
brings up more than 65 million
total search results with Web
sites critiquing the videos or
offering how-to advice.
According to Time magazine, video n»iumes took off in
fall 2006.
It was then that Aleksey
Vayner. a student at Yale
University set to graduate in
2007, sent his video to a Wall

See TUITION I Page 2

See RESUME | Page 2

Tuition
Ohio Resident'
$6,036
$6,792
$7,404
$7.84$
$8,316

Tuition
Non-Ohio Resident'
$12,708
$14,124
$15,396
$15,840
$16,308

source: http://www.ohlou.edu/instres/retention/index.html
"Tuition for all universities does not include room and board

Institutional Research at the University.
The most substantial jump in retention
rates at the University was a 3 percent
decline for 2005-2006.
Many students are forced to leave the
University because of their grade point
average. Knight said.
After the 3 percent drop inretentionrates
in 2005-2006, the Office of Institutional

See BULLET | Page 2

U-WIRE

source: http://institutional_research.utoUdo.edu/

Ohio University

A local man was shocked
Friday night to find a bullet
had ripped through his home.
On
Friday
evening.
Sandpiper Street resident
Mark Rubick came home
to discover his 18-year-old
neighbor William Lindsay
had accidentally shot a bullet
through his house. As he loaded and unloaded a recentlv
purchased World War ll-era
Russian rifle, the bullet was
suddenly fired off.
The 7.62 caliber round tore
through the wall of Undsay's
bedroom Into the home of his
neighbor, Mark Rubick.
The bullet entered through
Rubick's house, blasting
through the interior wall of
his daughter's bedroom, shattering a desk chair, computer
tower and doll house. It continued through a bedroom
door, another wall, across
the living room and finally
stopped in the other living
room wall.
Rubick called the Bowling
Green Police Division after
returning home at B:.r>lp.m.
Ijndsay was arrested and is
being charged with failure to
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The rifle and 16 rounds of
ammunition wen- confiscated
by police.
According to poHce reports,
Lindsay, a history huff, had
purchased the antique rifle earlier that afternoon at I hinham's
S|x>rts in theWbodland Mall.
Upon returning home,
Lindsay took the weapon
upstairs to inspect it. He accidentally tired the weapon
while loading and unloading
ammunition.
Lindsay's parents, Hichard
and Melissa Mommers, heard
the gunshot and went upstairs
to find their son standing in
disbelief with a cloud of gun
smoke hanging in the air,
according to police reports

Wither Mommers would
comment on the incident
Rubick said he was unnerved
i>\ the incident
"When you consider that my
daughter could have heen sitting in that chair it's just distsonidling." he said.
(iflicer Cory Fairbanks, who
was first to arrive at the scene,
said it was fortunate no one
was home at the time of the
shooting.
"It could have heen real Irad,"
Fairbanks said. "If someone
had been sitting In the chair it
would have ripped them clean

GRACEFUL: Potty Leasure performs Tarnished Fences, a modern dance solo she choreographed Friday night at the Footfalls II show. The show was made up of student choreography

in half."

and dance technique class showings
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Use Edison summer classes to...
SmsB flffi GOO aaMmi

From Page 1

SiSkyO^fiiiGOOQjmdL'.
Complete college in 4 years, not 5 or 6.
Back home in west central Ohio
this summer? Pick up an Edison
class schedule.
Each summer, students from 75
Ohio institutions enroll at Edison
Take Edison freshman and
sophomore courses in the general
education "transfer module " They're guaranteed to
transfer back to your university
At Edison, start Summer

as early as May 14
Most classes begin June 18,
some open July 16.

TUITION

II
eDisgn

Choose from 4 B and 12-week courses

Chech out www.EdisonOhio.edu or call 1-800-922-3722, ext 7850 for a complete course listing

2(K).r)-2(XMi. it is something that
they have now started to take into
consideration. Knight said.
Ohio University institutional
researcher Karen Augenstein said
her university has not studied
the relationship between tuition
increases and retention rates. It
is difficult data to keep track of
because there are so many different factors that go into the
reasons behind people leaving
school, she said.
Tuition increase has also been
brought Into question when looking at graduation rates, but Knight

RESUME
From Page 1
Street investment bank. Soon after,
the needy seven-minute production awoke others' minds to the
possibilities of video resumes and
the absurdity of his.
In his resume, Vayner philosophizes about how to achieve
success, illustrating bis ideas
over a montage of him lifting
weights, skiing, playing tennis
and dancing.

explained that while tuition is rising, it does not have much to do
with graduation rates.
"I don't have to tell you that
tuition is going up ... but the biggest predictor of timely graduation
is the number of credit hours per
semester."' knight said.
To be a full-time student at the
University, a student has to take 12
credit hours per semester. To get
out of the University in four years,
knight suggests taking l(>, 17 or 18
credit hours.

Overwhelmed?
There's a glimmer of hope.
According to Derek Martin,
University student financial aid
counselor, tuition is not increasing
for the 2007-2008 school year.

I le claims the video was accidentally sent to UBS ACi and
has been humiliated since it
was leaked from the company
to the Internet. However, the
notion of a video resume is an
intriguing idea.
The Web site vault.com is running a contest for the best video
resume submitted. Winners
will have their entries posted
Oil the Web site, receive a free,
one-year gold membership and
vauk.com will submit the video
to its "insider network of hiring
decision makers."

Banquet Servers:
your schedule.
Banquet Captains: Full or part-time positions available

NEXTEL AUTHORIZED REPRESENTATIVE

Lead Servers: Full or part-time positions available

1180 N. Main Street
Bowling Green
419-352-0522

Applicants must have friendly, professional attitude with the
ability to work in a team atmosphere devoted to excellent service!
WE OFFER FLEXIBLE SCHEDULES AND VERY COIlPtTTTIVE WAGES!

"Rates exclude taxes & Sprint Feet (including USF charge of up to 2.41% that varies quarterly, cost recovery fees up to Si.55 per line, fc state/local fees that vary by area).
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m alt markets Add't terms & 'estnettom appty Subject to credit approval. $36 activation & $200 early termination fee per line. Deposit may be req'd. See store or Sprint com
for details Offers end S/l 1/07 or while supplies last Instant Savings: Activation at time of purchase required Mail-in Rebate: Requires purchase by 5/13/07 & activation by
5/27/07 teDate amount can't exceed purchase price Taxes exel Line must be active 30 consecutive days Allow 8 to 12 weeks for rebate Power Pack Plan: Offer
ends S/U/07 Add! Anytime Mm . S045/mm Nights Mon-Thurs 7pm -7am, WkndS' Fn. 7pm -Mon 7am Partial mm. charged as full mm Mobile to-Mobile
Applies tocalls placed between Sprint PCS & Nextel phones (not through vo-cemail. direct assis.. other Indirect methods, or while roaming) ©2007 Sprint Nextel
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For more information call 1 -800-636-8771 and ask for Human Resources.

EXECUTIVE CATERERS AT LANDERHAVEN
6111 Landerhaven Dr. Cleveland, OH 44124
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Student debuts album nationally
By Din S.well
The Associated Press

■piil 50 2007 5

By Michelle Hatfield

OXFORD, Ohio - Kate Voegele
frets about keeping up her grade
point average, spends hours on
social networking online sites
and passes a lot of time just hanging out with friends on campus.
But semblances of normal
College life are coming to a halt
for the Miami University sophomore. The young singer-songwriter's music career is heating
up, with national release set in
three weeks for her first fulllength album and a summer of
concert dates from Los Angeles
to New York.
At age 20, Voegele already has
been performing for four years
— including two Farm Aid concerts, the South by Southwest
music festival in Austin, Texas,
and in myriad clubs. Now, after
two years in college that have
included the study of music
and plenty of practice performing in Oxford's Uptown bars,
she's ready to see just how far
she can go.
"I was just so young when I
started.... I was coming up with

S'CT
MODESTO, Calif. — lohn was
losing weight.
He was getting sick often.
Friends noticed he was
more withdrawn, and didn't
like doing the same fun things
anymore.
His temper was shorter than
usual.
lohn is exhibiting live warning signs of depression, accord

ing to local college mental
health counselors.
Depression and anxiety are
slowly but steadily IncreasALBtHRMAN

GET A LIFE

Depression increasing
among college students

Sortiew

ing among the college student
population. Counselors sa) the
trend is due to better diagnoses
and less stigma surrounding
the conditions.
In the week since a 23-yearold student went on a shooting
rampage at Virginia lech, sonic
colleges have noticed that more
Students are seeking counsel
ing services
people being
more vigilant aliout warning
signs and sufferers recognizing
they need help sooner rather

ih,in later.
Seung llui Cho killed 32
people before taking his
life at the Virginia campus

'<jy.edu

Day
WCC Information Days
- Learn about the Wood
County Corps office
204 South Hall

When You Move Out
Don't Throw it Out
- Donate items to local
charities
Look for boxes in Residence
Halls, convenience stores and
the Union

Exam week starts today!

SPWHOTO

ROCK STAR: Kale Voegele peiforms at 20th Century Theatre in Cincinnati. A student at
Miami (Ohio) University. Voegele has her first CD with MySpace music due out in May

things that people were really
enjoying, but I hadn't had time
to develop as an artist," she said
recently, lounging on her twinsize bed in the cramped dormitory room she shares with a
roommate. "Now I feel like I'm at

this point where I really have an
artistic vision for myself.
"This is the perfect time, the
perfect place, to release my debut
album. This is what I'm choosing
to do with my life, so I'm getting
excited about it."

Free side ol chips & salsa
my purchase

Two for Tuesday
Buy one entree «el one free
■ present in s ad)

Semester Leases

Wacky Wednesday
Free laco with pun nase

/
\

Thirsty Thursday

ATTENTION BG<

Free large drink
.iny purchase

Five Dollar Friday

FM.L 2007

AUift

$5 00 entree and drink

WE NOW DELIVER

please call for details

GREENBRIAR, INC.
352-1717
445 E. W00STER

rout jnly.

129 S. Main St.. B.G. • 419-353-7200 ■

J^greenbriarrentals.com

Your University. Your Store.

tell us your used books,
no matter where you purchased them.

April 25 to May 5
April 25 & 26: 9:00 am-7:30 pm
wti 27 9:00 am-5:30 pm; April 28 & 29: Noon-5:30 pm
April 30, May 1, 2 & 3: 9:00 am-7:30 pm
[May 4: 9:00 am-7:00 pm; May 5: 9:00 am-Noon
Picture ID Required

• It
Bowen-Thompson Student Unioi
Multi-Purpose Room

OP

"I'm not going to get into a name-calling match with somebody who
had a 9 percent approval rating." - Sen. Harry Reid of Nevada, responding
to criticism from Vice President Dick Cheney that Reid's comment calling the war
"lost" represents "defeatism." from Newsweek.com.
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Will building walls in Baghdad help end the violence in Iraq?

FI
ROBERT KISABETH.

"I don't think it will

"Probably not.

"It will slow down

help much because

Building a wall isn t

the violence, but not

they'll still find a way

going to solve a

stop it"

around them."

problem.

SAMMEHSAH.
Sophomore. Environmental
Health

ALEX SABER.

NEAIRA WILLIAMS.

Freshman. Marketing

Freshman. Accounting
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SUMMER SCHEDULE
HARSHMAN COURTYARD: A re-d«ign
larshman Quad courtyards, similar to the
' undertaken at Kresicher last summer.
WOLFE CENTER: The destruction of the
i mire building to make way for the
win' h will house two new performance
: the meatei department.
STUDENT HEALTH CENTER: Breaking
qround behind the current health center to
begin construction of a new building which will
house the counseling center, disability services
■ i i services of the student
health center.
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In the first quarter of 2007,
Toyota has surpassed General
Motors in worldwide auto sales
for the first time in history.
This has tremendous impact
on the American economy.
(leneral Motors, while no longer the firm with the greatest
revenues in America (it has
recently been eclipsed by WalMart and Exxon Mobil), is still
Ihe largest production firm.
It is no secret that the
American automobile industry
has been st niggling as of late.
(ieneral Motors has laid
off hundreds of thousands
of workers, I'ord posted a
SI2.8 billion loss last year and
Chrysler is up for sale. Still,
this industry is important to
the overall health of the U.S.
economy, and the health of
the Midwestern economy in
particular.
Should Americans be con-

Advertising: 204 West Hall | Phohe: (419) 372-2606

THANKSJUSTICE,,
KENNEPY

a question? Give us your
feedback at bgnewicom

cerned that (ieneral Motors is
no longer number one?
Let's try and look at the big
picture. While I'oyota is currently the world's biggest automobile manufacturer, it is still
ranked third in the U.S. behind
(ieneral Motors and lord.
But look at what these companies have been doing in
recent years: (ieneral Motors
is closing 12 plants in the U.S.,
while lord is closing 16. At the
same time, I'oyota continues
to expand its U.S. production
capacity.
Toyota's gains have been
fueled by two main factors:
first. Toyota has a reputation
for building the highest-quality cars; and second, none of
Toyota's workers are unionized.
At (ieneral Motors and l-'ord,
almost every single production
worker is unionized. Through
unionization, the workers arc able to collude and demand
a higher wage. This drives up
prices on Chevys and Fords,
which makes them even less
attractive in the marketplace.
Americans have grown
accustomed to buying imported cars, but there may be a new

political turmoil brewing over
lapanese car imports: an artificially low yen.
Some American politicians
are accusing the lapanese
government of keeping its currency weak relative to the U.S.
dollar. According to classical
economic theory, there is a
negative relationship between
the real exchange rate (which
is Influenced by the nominal exchange rate! and net
exports.
The weak yen leads to a
higher exchange rate in the
U.S.. and thus lowers U.S. net
exports. This gives Toyota
an unfair advantage in the
U.S. market, because its cars
are relatively cheaper lor
American consumers due to
the weak yen.
Interestingly enough, Japan
is not the only country that
is applying this practice to
trade with the U.S. China has
also been accused of keeping
its currency artificially weak
in order to sell more goods
in the U.S.
lapan and China are two of
See TOYOTA | Page 5

WEB SITE POLL

America: It's time to
stop building walls
JOHBOSSCHER

SUMMER CLASSES: I hree six-week ses■ summer courses will be held on campus.
11 to numerous distance education

I'VEBKOMt
rOfcONANT,
AND DOE ID

U

Street? Or a suggestion foe

OFF CAMPUS: Ongoing road construction
ith Mam Street may keep us guessing into
i1 semseter

THE BG NEWS: Publishing weekly from May
end of July, covering all pertinent
ind campus news

Have your own take on
todays People On The

HfconprMfkM

STAFF EDITORIAL I SUMMER NEWS

VISIT US AT
BGNEWS.COM

Toyota, other foreign
companies must play fair

AMAZINGLY ACCURATfc IN PREDICTIN6
DAILY WHITE HOUSE JOB PERFORMANCE!
JUST CUTOUT POINTER. AND, USING A
LARGE THUMBTACK, STICK IN CENTER
OF INFOCOMPASS. SPIN UNTIL
POINTER STCP5(5EE DIAGRAM).

A

k

Twenty years ago. President
Ronald Reagan stood in Berlin
and issued a challenge to the
leader of the Soviet Union. "Mr.
(kirbachev," he said, "tear down
this wall." Two years later, the wall

was dismantled and (iennany
became a united democracy.
Now, almost 20 years removed
from events in Berlin, the United
States has entered the wall building business.
While everyone was transfixed
by the horrific Virginia Tech
shootings, the U.S. military began
constructing a wall in Baghdad
meant to separate Sunni and Shia
residents and reign in sectarian
violence in the capital.
The project has gone ahead
despite protests from outraged
Iraqis, including Prime Minister
Nuri al-Maliki. "I oppose the
building of the wall and its construction will stop," Mr. Maliki
told reporters during a joint news
conference with the secretary
general of the Arab League, Amr
Moussa. Maliki has ordered a halt
to construction, saying it reminded people of "other walls."
While the prime minister did
not specify, it is easy to come up
with a short list of walls he may
have been referencing.
The separation barrier constructed by Israel in the Vvfest Bank

LAREN WEBER. EXECUTIVE EDITOR
CANDICE JONES. CAMPUS NEWS EDITOR
LISA HALVERSTADT. CITY NEWS EDITOR
ALISON KEMP. FEATURES EDITOR
DAVE HERRERA, IN FOCUS EDITOR
AMANDA HOOVER, OPINION EDITOR
TIFFANY GORBY, COPY CHIEF
JOHN TURNER. SPORTS EDITOR
CHELCI HOWARD. PULSE EDITOR
JASON RENTNER. PHOTO EDITOR
RACHEL GREENFIELD. DESIGN EDITOR
BRANDON NOBLE. ONLINE EDITOR

is a sensitive issue for Arabs and
while it has been credited with a
reduction in suicide bombings,
the security has come at a great
cost to Palestinians who are now
cut off from resources and economic opportunity, thus breeding
more terrorism in the long term.
Perhaps he was also thinking of
the Berlin Wall or the "peace line"
in Belfast, separating Cathodes
and Protestants.
Amidst peaceful protests
demanding an end to construction of the wall, its assembly
has gone ahead, creating what
one military spokesman called
"gated communities." Yeah, just
like the one in Tampa where
Grandma lives.
Iraq is not the only place
where the United States is building walls. Along the U.S.-Mexico
border the government is adding
70 miles of metal walls this year
and 225 miles next year, creating a barrier Mexican President
Felipe (iilderon has likened to
the Berlin Wall.
Whether in Baghdad or here at
home, the walls the government
is pouring our tax dollars into are
meant to divide, not unite.
Since 9/11 Americans have
been more willing than usual to
trade their values for security.
Whether it is the Patriot Act
and wiretapping or ill-conceived
foreign wars, security has come at
a high price.
Twenty years after admonishing the Soviet Union for building
walls in fear their citizens would
See WALLS | PageS

Q: What celebrity
would you want to

visit BGSU?

| Jon Stewart: 47%
I (141 people)

I Oprah:21%
I (62 people)
I
i

LeBron James:
13% (38 people)

Dave Matthews:
12% (35 people)

Paris Hilton::
(25 people)

1 he BG News poll is not
scientific and reflects the
opinions of only those Internet
users who have chosen to
participate. The results cannot
be assumed to represent the
opinions of Internet users in
general, nor the public as a
whole.

The BG News Submission Policy
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR a.e
to be fewer than 500 words. These
are usually in response to a current
issue on the University's campus or
the Bowling Green area.
GUEST COLUMNS are longer
pieces between 400 and 500 words
These are usually also in response
to a current issue on the University's
campus or the Bowling Green area
The maximum number of submissions lor columns is two per month.

POLICIES: Letters to the Editor
and Guest Columns are printed
as space on the Opinion Page
permits Additional Letters to the
Editor or Guest Columns may be
published online Name, year and
phone number should be included
for verification purposes. Personal
attacks, unverified information or
anonymous submissions will not be
printed

E-MAIL SUBMISSIONS as an
attachment to thenews@bgrwws.
com with the subject line marked
"Letter to the Editor" or "Guest
Columa" Only e-mailed letters
and columns will be considered for
printing All letters are subject to
review for length and clarity before
printing
Opinion columns do not necessarily
reflect the*iew of The BG NM

OPINION

WWW.BGNEWS.COM

WALLS
From Page 4

flee and frightening ideas would
get in, the United States has
embarked down the same desperate path.
While the military may see the
Baghdad walls as an effective
means of providing security in
the short term, its consequences
for Iraq and the United States in
the long term will be disastrous.

Their construction makes talk
of a "unity" government in Iraq a
joke. How is a united democracy
to come about in an environment lacking the free flow of
people, ideas and resources?
Ultimately, the Baghdad walls
will likely come to be seen by
Americans as monuments to a
failed policy. Unfortunately, the
rest of the world will see them as
much more. When U.S. troops
leave Iraq, the walls will likely
remain, standing as a reminder

that the values America is supposedly founded upon do not
always apply to the countries it
occupies.
When the United States builds
walls we risk losing our best
weapon in the slnigglc against
terrorism: the strength and
attractiveness of our values.
SendcommenB to Jen Bcsscheia
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the weak currenc) land we arc
not even taking into consideration the fact thai lapanese,
and Chinese workers particularly, are paid far less than their
American counterparts. they
have a huge advantage In the
market.
This is manifested in the
hundreds <>! thousands oi lay
offs thai u.s. linns like General
Motors and Ford have been
forced 10 make
I he U.S. am! its Oriental
trading partners need to meet
.mil sign a trade agreement
promising to let the market

From Page 4

America's biggest and most
Important trading part nets.
I looked oil the U.S. Census
Bureau's foreign Trade
Statistics site, and found that in
2006, the U.S. imported nearly
S28B billion worth of goods
from China and more than
5148 billion from lapan.
Due to the sheer volume
of Chinese and [apanese
imports, artificially weak
Chinese and lapancse currencies can severely harm the
U.S. economy.
Because their manufactured
gin ids are relatively cheap from

(Milk on its own, and nut Use

unfair tactics such as weaken
ing currencies.
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could be included in such an
agreement about working
conditions (whii l> are genei
ally atrocious in < hina), but
the most important thing at
the moment is ensuring thai
no nation is undervaluing its
current y.
Fair trade practices will
promote healthy competi
lion among u.s.. Chinese and
lapanese firms rather than the
cuiihiii.il practices seen toda\
(U.S. jobs slashed, Chinese
workers exploited
Trade thai is both free and
fair will benefit everyone
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Are you coming home
for the summer?
The Ohio State Universit) al Lima
offers a summer schedule lull of
general education classes that will
easily transfer hack to Bowling
Green in the tail.
For example, our Bio 101 is the
equivalent of your Bio 104,
Histor) 151 & l52toHistor) 205
& 206 and Psych 100 to Psych 101.

Sign Your Lease
for 2007 - 2008 Year!
HEAT & CABLE INCLUDED!
1520 Clough St. • 352-0164
Office Hours: Mon. - Thurs. 9 - 4:30 • Fri. 9 - 4 • Sat. 11 - 3 • Sun. by appt.
or visit us at www.universityapartments.us

Classes begin
lune 18.
limu.oiu.edu
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The BG News is now
accepting applications for

Summer & Fall

803ThurstlnAve
Remodeled 5 bedroom
2 bath, unfurnished house
Limit 5-lease 8/11/07-8/6/08

2007 Staffs

518 leroy flue
4 bedroom, 1 bath house
furnished
Limit 4-lease 8/15/07-8/6/08
1021 Klotz Road
3 bedroom 1 bath house
unfurnished, remodeled kitchen
Limit 3 - lease Available Now
3l6Frai88Awe
REMODELED 4 bedroom house
1 bath, unfurnished, 2 car garage
Limit 3 - lease Available Now

145 1 Woostei
3owliii(| Green. OH
13402
419.352 0717

For information on
which courses transfer CM
bow to enroll for summer
classes, call the Office ol
Admissions at (419 995 H.MI.

Hours
M011-F119am-5pm
Saturday 9am-1pm

www.greenbriarrenials.com

•Reporters
• Web Staff
•Staff Editors
•Videographers
•Opinion Columnists • On-line Media
•Photographers
Assistants
•Graphic Designers
'Copy Editors
>
• Applications are available in 210 or
204 West Hall.
• Interviews will begin week of April 25.
Return completed application and please
sign up for an interview time at 210 West Hall.
I

Questions or further information? Contact The BG News
at thenews@tBnews.com

"I'm not going to get into a name-calling match with somebody who
had a 9 percent approval rating." - Sen. Harry Reid of Nevada, responding
to criticism from Vice President Dick Cheney that Reid's comment calling the war
"lost" represents "defeatism." from Nevwweek.com.
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fH E STRE ET Will building walls in Baghdad help end the violence in Iraq?

EH

Probably not
because they'll (ust
blow them up.

"I don't think it will
help much because
they'll still find a way
around them."

"Probably not
Building a wall isn't
going to solve a
problem."

"It will slow down
the violence, but not

ROBERT KISABETH.
OftS

SAMMENSAH.
Sophomore. Environmental
Health

ALEX SABER.
Freshman, Marketing

NEAIRA WILLIAMS.
Freshman, Accounting

POLITICAL 1NFOCOMPASS

Toyota, other foreign
companies must

AMAZINGLY ACCURATE IN PREDICTING
DAILY WHITE HOUSE JOB PERFORMANCE.!
JUST CUT OUT POINTER, AND, USING A
LARGE THUMBTACK, STICK. IN CENTER
OF INFOCOMPASS. SPIN UNTIL
POINTER STCPSCSEE DIAGRAM).

STAFF EDITORIAL I SUMMER NEWS

reading, even in the summer
Whethei you're going home for the
summer, staying here in Bowling
raduatingand heading off
|ob, it's important to keep on
top of the news.
\iid ,is marry ol you maynol know, tomor11 News will be the last printed this
ter.
ism thai doesn't mean we're shutting down;
with the summer semstei Che BG News is rested asaweeklj publication. For students
on campus, you can find new papers in all the
regular locales cvei | Wednesday, from May 16
through |uly.
Km foi those proactive students and alumni
won't be near campus this summer, you
i .in find all of our content online at www.
com.
You can even signup foi the BG News e-mail
edition and gel an electronic copy of the news
mailei erj week,
Slow we know someol you are thinking: "I
don't need to keep track of the happening in
!(, while I'm away, I'll just catch hack up when
k Bui you'd be wrong,
I here are i lot of major changes happening
on campus this summer thai everyone should
opof. Imagine coming back in
i and seeing a huge empty space where
saddlemire used tn be!

SUMMER SCHEDULE
HARSHMAN COURTYARD: A redesign
of the Harshman Quad courtyards, similar to the
project undertaken at Kresicher last summer.
WOLFE CENTER: The destruction of the
current Saddlcrnire building to make way for the
Centei, which will house two new performance
areas and the theater department.
STUDENT HEALTH CENTER: Breaking
ground behind the current health center to
begin construction of a new building which will
house the counseling center, disability services
and all other current services of the student
health center.
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THROUGH
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EXPtRTsi
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THE BG NEWS
HOLLY ABRAMS, EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
210 West Hall
Bowling Green State University
Bowling Green. Ohio 434031 Phone: (419) 372-6966
E-mail: thenews@bgnews.com
Web site: http://www.bgnews.com
!

Advertising: 204 West Hall | Phohe: (419) 372-2606

... COULD
RESULT
IN MY
DEATH!

THANKSKENNECY

cerned that (ieneral Motors is
no longer number one?
Let's try and look at the big
picture. While Toyota is currently the world's biggest automobile manufacturer, it is still
ranked third in the U.S. behind
General Motors and Ford.
But look at what these companies have been doing in
recent years: General Motors
is closing 12 plants in the U.S.,
while Ford is closing 16. At the
same time. Toyota continues
to expand its U.S. production
capacity.
Toyota's gains have been
fueled by two main factors:
First, Toyota has a reputation
for building the highest-quality cars; and second, none of
Toyota's workers are unionized.
At General Motors and Ford,
almost every single production
worker is unionized. Through
unionization, the workers are •
able to collude and demand
a higher wage. This drives up
prices on Chevys and Fords,
which makes them even less
attractive in the marketplace.
Americans have grown
accustomed to buying imported cars, but there may be a new

political turmoil brewing over
Japanese car imports: an artificially low yen.
Some American politicians
are accusing the Japanese
government of keeping its currency weak relative to the U.S.
dollar. According to classical
economic theory, there is a
negative relationship between
the real exchange rate (which
is influenced by the nominal exchange ratel and net
exports.
The weak yen leads to a
higher exchange rate in the
U.S., and thus lowers U.S. net
exports. This gives Toyota
an unfair advantage in the
U.S. market, because its cars
are relatively cheaper for
American consumers due to
the weak yen.
Interestingly enough, lapan
is not the only country that
is applying this practice to
trade with the U.S. China has
also been accused of keeping
its currency artificially weak
in order to sell more goods
in the U.S.
lapan and China are two of

A menca: ts time to
walls

SUMMER CLASSES: Three s.x-week ses
I summer courses will be held on campus,
in addition to numerous distance education
courses.

I VE BtCOMt
PBtONANT,
AND DUE TO
COMPLICATIONS.
CARRYING
THEE&0Y
TOltRM-

MELLO!

In the first quarter of 2007,
Toyota has surpassed General
Motors in worldwide auto sales
for the first time in history.
This has tremendous impact
on the American economy.
General Motors, while no longer the firm with the greatest
revenues in America (it has
recently been eclipsed by WalMart and Exxon Mobil), is still
the largest production firm.
It is no secret that the
American automobile industry
has been struggling as of late.
General Motors has laid
off hundreds of thousands
of workers, Ford posted a
SI2.8 billion loss last year and
Chrysler is up for sale. Still,
this industry is important to
the overall health of the U.S.
economy, and the health of
the Midwestern economy in
particular.
Should Americans be con-

OFF CAMPUS: Ongoing road construction
on South Main Street may keep us guessing into
the fall semseter.

THE BG NEWS: Publishing weekly from May
16 through the end of July, covering all pertinent
local and campus news.

stop it."

VISIT US AT
BGNEWS.COM
Have your own take on
today's People On The
Street? Or a suggestion for
a question? Give us your
feedback at bgnews.com.

»

Twenty years ago, President
Ronald Keagan stood in Berlin
and issued a challenge to the
leader of the Soviet Union. "Mr.
Gorbachev," he said, "tear down
this wall." TWo years later, the wall
was dismanded and Germany
became a united democracy.
Now, almost 20 years removed
from events in Berlin, the United
States has entered the wall building business.
While everyone was transfixed
by the horrific Virginia Tech
shootings, the U.S. military began
constructing a wall in Baghdad
meant to separate Sunni and Shia
residents and reign in sectarian
violence in the capital.
The project lias gone ahead
despite protests from outraged
Iraqis, including Prime Minister
Nuri al-Maliki. "1 oppose the
building of the wall and its construction will stop," Mr. Maliki
told reporters during a joint news
conference with the secretary
generaloftheArab League, Amr
Moussa. Maliki has ordered a halt
to construction, saying it reminded people of "other walls."
While the prime minister did
not specify, it is easy to come up
with a short list of walls he may
have been referencing.
The separation barrier constructed by Israel in the West Bank

LAREN WEBER. EXECUTIVE EDITOR
CANDICE JONES. CAMPUS NEWS EDITOR
LISA HALVERSTADT, CITY NEWS EDITOR
ALISON KEMP. FEATURES EDITOR
DAVE HERRERA, IN FOCUS EDITOR
AMANDA HOOVER. OPINION EDITOR
TIFFANY GORBY, COPY CHIEF
JOHN TURNER. SPORTS EDITOR
CHELCI HOWARD, PULSE EDITOR
JASON RENTNER. PHOTO EDITOR
RACHEL GREENFIELD. DESIGN EDITOR
BRANDON NOBLE. ONLINE EDITOR

is a sensitive issue for Arabs and
while it has been credited with a
reduction in suicide bombings,
the security has come at a great
cost to Palestinians who are now
cut off from resources and economic opportunity, thus breeding
more terrorism in the long tenn.
Perhaps he was also thinking of
the Berlin Wall or the "peace line"
in Belfast, separating Catholics
and Protestants.
Amidst peaceful protests
demanding an end to construction of the wall, its assembly
has gone ahead, creating what
one military spokesman called
"gated communities." Yeah, just
like the one in Tampa where
Grandma lives.
Iraq is not the only place
where the United States is building walls. Along the U.S.-Mexico
border the government is adding
70 miles of metal walls this year
and 225 miles next year, creating a barrier Mexican President
Felipe Calderon has likened to
the Berlin Wall.
Whether in Baghdad or here at
home, the walls the government
is pouring our tax dollars into are
meant to divide, not unite.
Since 9/11 Americans have
been more willing than usual to
trade their values for security.
Whether it is the Patriot Act
and wiretapping or ill-conceived
foreign wars, security has come at
a high price.
Twenty years after admonishing the Soviet Union for building
walls in fear their citizens would
See WALLS | Page 5

See TOYOTA | Page 5

WEB SITE POLL
Q: What celebrity
would you want to

visit BGSU?

Jon Stewart: 4796
(141 people)

Oprah: 21%
(62 people)

! LeBron James:
[13% (38 people)

Dave Matthews:
12% (35 people)

Paris Hilton:8%
(25 people)

Ihe BG News poll is not
scientific and reflects the
opinions of only those Internet
users who have chosen to
participate The results cannot
be assumed to represent the
opinions of Internet users in
general, nor the public as a
whole.

The BG News Submission Policy
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR ate
to be (ewer than 500 words These
are usually in response to 3 current
issue on the University's campus or
the Bowling Green area.
GUEST COLUMNS are longer
pieces between 400 and 500 words
These are usually also in response
to a current issue on the University s
campus or the Bowling Green area
The maximum number ol submissions (or columns is two per month.

POLICIES: Letters to the Editor
and Guest Columns are printed
as space on the Opinion Page
permits Additional Letters to the
Editor or Guest Columns may be
published online Name, year and
phone number should be included
(or verification purposes. Personal
attacks, unverified information or
anonymous submissions will not be
printed.

E-MAIL SUBMISSIONS as an
attachment to then«ws@bgnews.
com with the subject line marked
'Letter to the Editor" or 'Guest
Column." Only e-mailed letters
and columns will be considered (or
printing. All letters are subject to
review (or length and clarity before
printing.
Opinion columns do not necessarily
reflect thewiew o( Th« BG News

OPINION
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WALLS
From Page 4
flee and frightening ideas would
get in, the United States has
embarked down the same desperate path.
While the military may see the
Baghdad walls as an effective
means of providing security in
the short term, its consequences
for Iraq and the United States in
the long term will be disastrous.

Their construction makes talk
of a "unity" government in Iraq a
joke. How is a united democracy
to come about in an environment lacking the free flow of
people, ideas and resources?
Ultimately, the Baghdad walls
will likely come to be seen by
Americans as monuments to a
failed policy. Unfortunately, the
rest of the world will see them as
much more. When U.S. troops
leave Iraq, the walls will likely
remain, standing as a reminder
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TOYOTA

that the values America is supposedly founded upon do not
always apply to the countries it
occupies.
When the United States builds
walls we risk losing our best
weapon in the struggle against
terrorism: the strength and
attractiveness of our values.

From Page 4
America's biggest and most
important trading partners.
I looked on the U.S. Census
Bureau's Foreign Trade
Statistics site, and found that in
2006, the U.S. imported nearly
$288 billion worth of goods
from China and more than
$148 billion from Japan.
Due to the sheer volume
of Chinese and Japanese
imports, artificially weak
Chinese and Japanese currencies can severely harm the
U.S. economy.
Because their manufactured
goods are relatively cheap from

SerdamwenB to Jot Bcssdvra
fxxxhtebqswii

the weak currency (and we are
not even taking into consideration the fact thai Japanese,
and Chinese workers particularly, are paid far less than their
American counterparts), they
have a huge advantage in the
market.
This is manifested in the
Ini ml reds of t housands of layoffs that U.S. firms like General
Motors and Ford have been
forced to make.
Hie U.S. and its Oriental
trading partners need to meet
and sign a trade agreement
promising to lei the market
work on its own. and not use
unfair tactics such as weakening currencies.
It would be nice if a clause

ROBH> FGURES WHO DECJC* WHAT WOMEN CAN Do WITH THEIB OWN RMS,

tYade thai is both tree and

fair will benefit everyone.

Send comments to 8r««fati Keep at
kepbebgsuedu

got degree?
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could be included in such an
agreement about working
conditions (which are generally atrocious in China), hm
the most Important thing a)
the moment is ensuring thai
no nation is undervaluing its
currency.
Pair trade practices will
promote healthy competition among U.S., Chinese and
Japanese linns rather than the
Cutthroat practices seen today
(U.S. jobs slashed, Chinese
workers exploited).
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1079 N. Mam Street just across the street from Kroger • 800-735-2553

Are you coming home
for the summer?
The Ohio State University at Lima
offers a summer schedule full of
general education classes that will
easily transfer hack to Bowling
Green in the fall.
For example, our Bio 101 is the
equivalent of your Bio 104,
History 151 & 152 to History 205
& 206 and Psych 100 to Psych 101.
Classes begin
June 18.

Sign Your Lease

limu.otu.edu

tftf/O STATE

for 2007-2008 Year!

For information on
which courses transfer or
how to enroll for summer
classes, call the Office of
Admissions at (419) 995-83")I.

HEAT & CABLE INCLUDED!

The Tradition.] he Excellence.
We Are... The
\taie University

1520 Clough St. • 352-0164
Office Hours: Mon.Thurs. 9-4:30' Fri.9-4-Sat.il -3 • Sun. by appt.
or visit us at www.universityapartments.us

GREENBRIAR, INC.
419-352-0717

2007 HOUSING SPECIAL

leip Mike The

803TriurstJnAva
Remodeled 5 bedroom
2 bath, unfurnished house
Limit 5 - lease 8/11/07-8/6/08

rue
1 ML

4 bedroom, 1 bath house
furnished
Limit 4-lease 8/15/07-8/6/08

MflJBMUm

3 bedroom 1 bath house
unfurnished, remodeled kitchen
Limit 3 - lease Available Now
3l6Frawe*we
REMODELED 4 bedroom house
1 bath, unfurnished, 2 car garage
Limit 3 - lease Available Now

Mint hi 9am !i|in
Saturday 9am 1 pit

'1/1/

iMww.greenbriarrentals.com
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Share your insight, creativity,
ideas and opinions with the
Campus Community
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The BG News is now
accepting applications for

Summer & Fall
2007 Staffs
| •Reporters
•WebStaff
• Staff Editors
•Videographers
•OpinionColumnists •On-lineMedia
•Photographers
Assistants
• Graphic Designers
•Copy Editors
j
• Applications are available in 210 or
204 West Hall.
• Interviews will begin week of April 25.
Return completed application and please
sign up for an interview time at 210 West Hall.
1

Questions or further information? Contact The BG News
at thenews@bflnews.com

,.

STATE
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STATE
BRIEF
After being robbed
and kidnapped. 59year old victim calls
police from trunk
COLUMBUS AP)-A cobber
demanded his victims wallet and car
keys, then dumped bim in th. •
o( his car and .. •■
nth his
bank card early ,'• •'■relay, police said
Martmo W kefmonrsv
had taken Ira
.
Sully called p'■ i
the trunk and do cribed the car and
Williamv,ri ,-.
time lab i
H rer matched
both he anil the car to Sully s description, poke said in a report
Police Ireed Sully, 59, from the
trunk and charged Williamson. 20.
with aggravated robbery and
kidnapping

WWW.BGNEWS.COM

Train whistles disturb
omeowners' serenity
"It's not a done issue." Mayor
lohn Davoli said. "Although
the cost is very high, we're not
going to give up on it."
He has been lobbying for
about five years for help in
creating quiet /.ones in the
northwest Ohio city of 14.000
people, where three main rail
lines converge.
Two City Council members, though, said Tuesday
it's doubtful the idea will
move forward In the foreseeable future because the city
doesn't have the money.
Noisy trains have become
such a common complaint
that the Federal Railroad
Administration now allows
cities to ban whistles as long
as they add or improve safety
devices at crossings.

FOSTORIA, Ohio (AP) —
Homeowners have long complained about the barrage of
whistles from the nearly 200
trains thai nimble through
town just about everyday,
It adds up to 5,400 piercing
whistles a day.
Its horrible," said Shirley
Childers, who lives near a rail
line. " I hey just la) on their
horns."
City leaders have been
Studying how to ban the
whistles hill they have found
that it might cost too much
to add safety devices at its
crossings, required to create
quiel /ours
The safety improvements
could cost from $450,000 to
$850,000, according to estimates provided to the city.

A

10ELSENSENIG . THE 8G NEWS

WHISTLE BLOWER: A tram sounds its whistle as it approaches the crossing on South Main Street m Fostona. Ohio. Homeowners have
long complained about the barrage ol whistles from the nearly 200 trains that rumble through town just about everyday

Ohioans aren't cashing in
on government money

BITTERSWEET

CLEVELAND (AP) — Low- and
moderate-income Ohioans
are missing out on SI.5 billion
in government benefits each
year, turned off by exhaustive
paperwork, confusing terminology or long lines.
State officials say many
Ohioans could he eligible
for thousands of dollars in
additional income from tax
refunds, home energy assistance, child-care subsidies
and medical aid.
"We don't have to look
very hard to see Ohioans
who are struggling," said
Gov. Ted Strickland, in
Cleveland on Friday for the
local start of the Benefit Bank
, a free, Web-based program
that helps people apply for
a variety of assistance programs, file tax returns and
register to vote.

Bittersweet Farms, a residential, vocational and educational
facility for individuals with autism, is growing!!
We are currently hiring for the following:

- Summer Program Support inWhitehouseand Pemberville
- Part-time LPN
- 1st shift at our Pemberville facility
- 1st. 2nd, and 3rd shifts at our White-house facility
You will be joining out participants in their daily activities ranging from
vocational or educational training, homecare, community activities, recreation,
hygiene, and a wide range ni other activities and adventures. We will train
the 1 ight person; you should already possess the work ethic, compassion, and
flexibility required in an MR/PI) environment. Please print an application from
our website, www.bittersweetfarms.org, and send it, or your resume, to Kristy
Dunlap via email at kdunlap'" liilteisweetfanns.org, fax 419-875-5593. or

Bittersweet Farms
Ann: Human Resources
12660Archbokl-WhitehouieRcl
Whitehouse, Ohio 43571

OK. SO MY SUBS REALLY AREN'T GOURMET AND

ESTABLISHED IN OMBUCTON, II
IN BS3 TO ADD TO STUDENTS 6M
AND WNERAl DATING A8IUTY.

^tfliviviOHAr^

WE'RE NOT FRENCH EITHC6 MY SUBS JUST TASTE
A LITTLE BETTER, THAT'S ALL1 I WANTED TO
CALL IT JIMMY JOHNS TASTY SANDWICHES, BUT
MY MOM TOLD ME TO STKr WITH GOURMET.
SHE THINKS WHATEVER I DO IS GOURMET. BUT
I DONT TUB* EITHER OF US KNOWS WHAT IT
MEANS. SO LET? STICK WITH TASTY!

%"-#&**fi*°»LD'S

8" SOB SANDWICHES
ill ol my tasty sub siitwicbts are a full I inches of
homemade French bread, fresh veggies aid the finest
■tats t chstsi I can biy! lid if it matters to yti.
we slice everything fresh everyday ii this steri. right
here where you can see it. (No mystery meat here!)

#1 PEPE*
leal aiilevroid smoked ham aid privolone cheese
garnished with lettuce, tomaio. and mayo.

#2 BIG JOHN
Medium rare choice roast heel, topped with
yummy mayo, lettuce, aid tomato.

#3 TOTALLY TUNA*
Fresh htisemade tuna, miied with celery, oniois.
aid our tasty sauce, then tapped with alfalfa sprouts,
cucumber, lettuce, aid tomato. (My tua racks!)

#4 TURKEY TOfcT

Corporate Headquarters Champaign. II

#5 VITO*
The original Italian sub with geioa salami, privolone.
capicela. onion, let tuce. tomato. & a rial tasty Italian
vinaigrette. (Hot peppers hy request)

$

layers of provolone cheese separated by real
avocado; spread, alfalfa sprouts, sliced cucumber,
lettuce, tomato, aid mayo. (Inly a gourmet sib not
tot vegetarians only
peace dude!)

PLAIN SLIMS7"
Any Suh minus the »ejjies and sauce
SLIM
SLIM
SLIM
SLIM
SLIM
SLIM

I
2
3
4
S
6

Ham I cheese
least leel
Tuna salad
Teriejireasi
Salami, capicela cheese
Doaeleproioloae

Low Carb Lettuce Wrap

Same ingredients and price of the
sub or club without the bread.

YOUR CATERING
SOLUTION!!!
BOX IUMCHIS. HITJIRS. MRTIIS!
Oft I VERY OIKIS mil include a deli.eiy
chaifeol 50c per item i-i-ilel.

J.J.B.L.T.*

• • ••JIMMTJ0HNS.COM

Bacon, lettuce tomato.4 mayo.
< The only better III is mama's 111)

• SIDE ITEMS *
! * Soda Pop

S1.2I/SK4I

i * Giant chocolate chip 01 oatmeal raisin cookie... SI.SI
1

* leal potato chips or jumbo kosher dill pichle ... SO 89
* [itra load of meat
$1.25
* Eitra cheese or eitra avocado spread

I * Hot Peppers

$1.11
$0.35

FREEBItS isues & ciues ONLY)
Onion, lettuce, alfalfa sprouts, tomato, mayo, sliced
cucumber. Oijon mustard, oil £ vioegar. and oregano.

GIANT CLUB SANDWICHES
My club sandwiches have twice the meal and cheese, tty it
01 my Iresh baked thick sliced /-grain bread or my famous
homemade ftench bread!

wmsssp

Fresh sliced tnkq trust, lipped with lettuce,
mm. alfalfa spiMts. ud ■!»• (Ike ori(inil)

«6 VEGETARIAN

CREATES*.

"""MET SANDWl«-»-

THE JJ.
GARGANTUAN
This sandwich was invented by
Jimmy John's brother Huey. It's huge
enough to leed the hungriest of all
humans! Tons of genoa salami, sliced
smoked ham. capicola. roast beef,
turkey & provolone. jammed into
one ol our homemade French buns
then smothered with onions, mayo,
lettuce, tomato. I our homemade
Italian dressing.

«7 GOURMET SMOKED MAM CLUB
I fill 1/4 pound of real applewaod smoked ham.
provolone cheese, lettuce, tomato. & real mayo!

#8 BILLY CLUB*J
Choice roast beef, smoked ham. provolone cheese,
lijen mistard, lettuce, tomato. £ mayo.

«9 ITALIAN NIGHT CLUB
leal genoa salami. Italian capicola. smoked ham.
and provolone cheese all topped with lettuce tomato,
onion, mayo, and our homemade Italian vinaigrette.
(Vou hav'ta order hot peppers, just ask!)

#10 HUNTER'S CLUB

"We don't have to
look very hard to
see Ohioans who are
struggling,"
Ted Strickland | Governor
The city was ranked as the
nation's poorest big city by
the U.S. Census Bureau last
year for the second time in
three years with nearly onein
three of Cleveland's 452,200
residents living below the
poverty line.
Counselors in the eight
states and the Pistrict of
Columbia where the Benefit
Bank now operate have identified an average of $6,450
more in yearly benefits for
each client.

Unusual police
encounter ends
with man in jail
COLUMBUS (AP) — A man
patted down because he
was with someone being
arrested on drug charges
also ended up being arrested
when federal agents found he
had a large stash of heroin in
his apartment, authorities said
Friday.
Drug enforcement agents
also discovered that Tomas
Pulido Gonzalez, 30, was an
illegal immigrant from Mexico,
said Anthony Marotta, who
oversees the Drug Enforcement
Administration's Ohio offices.
Gonzalez
was
carrying small heroin-filled balloons on Tuesday outside a
Columbus apartment complex, and agents found 10
pounds of heroin worthSl million when they searched inside
his apartment, Marotta said.

Evidence for prosecution
could face questioning
COLUMBUS (AP) — The federal government intends to
use evidence gathered from
secretly issued search warrants to prosecute an Ohio
man accused of joining alQaida and plotting to bomb
European tourist resorts,
a
newspaper
reported
yesterday.
Evidence collected against
Christopher Paul, 43, was
obtained through the Foreign
Intelligence
Surveillance
Act, The Columbus Dispatch
reported.
citing
court
papers.
Paul. 43, was arrested April
II outside his Columbus
apartment and has pleaded
not guilty to charges of providing material support to
terrorists, conspiracy to provide support to terrorists and

conspiracy to use a weapon
of mass destruction, which
carries the most serious penalty of up to life in prison.
Before monitoring phone
calls and e-mails or conducting searches, government
agents must obtain warrants
from a EISA court, where proceedings are secret.
lim Gilbert, one of Paul's
attorneys, declined comment
when asked by the newspaper if he would challenge
whether search warrants
were properly obtained in
this case.
Paul remains in a Franklin
County jail.
A message seeking comment was left yesterday with
Fred Alverson, spokesman
for the U.S. Attorney's Office
in Columbus.

k full 1/4 pound of Iresh sliced medium rare
roast beef, provolone. lettuce, tomato. & mayo.

#11 COUNTRY CUIB*
Fresh sliced lot key breast, applewood smoked ham.
provolone. and tons of lettuce, tomato, and mayo!
(I very traditional, yet always exceptional classic!)

#12 BEACH CLUB

®

Fresh baked tnkey breast, provolone cheese, avocado
spread, sliced cucumber, sprouis. lettuce, tomato, and
mayo! (It's tbe real deal, and it ain't even California.)

RENTING
VISIT ONLINE
www.meccabcj.com

#13 GOURMET VEGGIE CLUB
Double provolone. teal avocado spread, sliced
cucumber, alfalfa sprouts, lettuce, tomato. & mayo.
(Fry it on my /-grain whole wheat bread. Ibis veggie
sandwich is world class!)

#14 BOOTLEGGER CLUB'*

Management Inc.

loast beef, tuikey breast, lettuce, tomato. £ mayo.
In American classic, certainly not invented by J.J. but
definitely tweaked and fine-tuned to perfection!

ONE BEDROOM SPECIAL
HILLSDALE APARTMENTS 1082 FAIRVIEW AVE.

#15 CLUB TUNA*
Fhe same as our 03 Totally Tuna except this one has
a lot more. Fresh housemade tuna salad, provolone.
sprouts, cucumber lettuce. & tomato

FROM NOW THtHJ MAY 5TH

#16 CLUB LULU"
Fresh sliced turkey breast, bacon, lettuce, tomato,
I mayo. (JJ's original tuikey & bacon club)

(if you bring this ad in)
CHECK Of HC£ FOR RESTRICTIONS

I WE DELIVER! 7 DAYS A WEEK S
BOWLING GREEN

1616 E. WOOSTER

419.352.7200

"YOUR MOM WANTS YOU TO EAT AT JIMMY JOHN'S!"
•llPi. 1111,211). 7111 ?«07 JIMMT JM> I IIIHCIISI I1C IIIIIMtfllSIIIII ■■ limit Hi li|»l I.Kilr li<
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MECCA MANAGEMENT, INC
©

1045 N. Main Suite 7B
Bowling Green, Ohio 43402
info@meccabg.com • 419.353.5800
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Great Lakes United proposes ban on
oceangoing freighters from seaway
The group looks to prevent the s[
By Dan Eg»n
MCT
Mil WAUKKE — The idea of banning oceangoing vessels from the
Great lakes to halt the onslaught
of invasive species would have
been universally dismissed as
nonsense just a few years ago.

Not anymore.
frustrated with ocean freighters
dumping invasive species thai are
ravaging native fisheries, despoiling prized beaches and costing
water-dependent industries billions of dollars, the conservation
group Great lakes United proposed an overseas- freighter ban
in late Match, the day before the
St. Lawrence Seaway was rousted

from its winter slumber for its
19th season.
The group argues that the idea
of slamming shut the Seaway to
oceangoing "salties" has become
an environmental and economic no-brainer, like padlocking
a stntggling little factory that is
mining life for everyone in town
because it won't fix its oversize
smokestack.
The concept is fraught with
legal issues, not the least of which
is the fact that the United States
must coordinate any such decision with Canada, co-owner of
the Seaway.
Hut it is also picking up
steam — on both sides of the
political aisle.

Freeway collapses after
gasoline truck catches fire
By Marcus Wohli.n
The Associated Press
OAKLAND, Calif.-A section of
freeway that funnels traffic onto
the San I'rancisco Oakland HitsBridge collapsed early \ester
day after a gasoline tanker truck
overturned and caught fire,
authorities said.
The heat from the lire uas
intense enough to melt part
of the freeway and cause the
collapse, hut the truck's driver
walked assay from the scene
with second-degree burns.
No other injuries were
reported, which officials said
was only possible because the
accident happened so early on
a Sunday morning. Hie truck
driver took a taxi to a nearby

hospital. Officer Trent Cross ol
the California Highwaj Patrol
said.
The tanker carrying 8,600 gallons of gasoline ignited around
3:45 a.m. alter Hashing into a
pylon on the interchange, which
connects westbound lanes of
Interstate 110 to southbound Itlllti. about hall a mile from the
Has Bridge's toll pla/a.
The fire melted a second
interchange from eastbound I80 to eastbound 1-.">I«) located
above the first interchange,
causing a 250-yard section of
the roadwaj to collapse onto

the roadway below, according
to the highway patrol.
Witnesses reported Dames
from the blaze reached up to
21X1 feet high.

Contaminated animal food
affects human health
By Stephen J. Hedges and
Mary Ann Fergus
MCT
WASHINGTON - The tainted |K'( food scare, which has
swelled into a serious crisis lor
animal lovers, now has spread to
humans.
California officials have
revealed that the contamination got into the food chain:
About 45 stale residents ate
pork from hogs that consumed animal leed laced with

melamine from China.
Melamine is used to make
plastics, hut it also artificially
boosts the protein level - anil

thus the price—of the glutens
that go into food.
MICHAEL SEARS

UNPACKING: Longshoremen unload caigo from the BBC Scandinavia alter it arrived at
the Port of Milwaukee in Milwaukee. Wisconsin. April 1?

It was already fatal for some
pets: 17 cats and dogs are confirmed dead, more base likely
died without being reported.

thousands base suffered kid
ins problems, and 57 brands
of cat food and 83 of dog food
have been recalled.
On top of that, roughly 6,000
hogs will be dest roved becau se
they ate tainted feed.
I he eltects oi melamine on
people are thought to be mini
mal, but no one really knows

Its consumption by humans
is considered so Improbable
that no one has even studied
it.
Hut they are studs ing now.
What last month was a limited recall of canned pet food
is on the serge of becoming
a full-fledged public health

scare, potentially overwhelm
ing government agencies and
raising troubling questions
about U.S. food safety in the
global economy and in the
post-Sept. II era.

College in Florida unites to oppose Bush, Iraq War
By Matthew I. Pinzur and
Alexandra Alter
MCT
MIAMI — He loved his country in
1972 svhen he came home from
that village outside Saigon, ignoring the friends who told him not to

wear his uniform. Oscar Gonzalez
did not care what Vietnam svar
protesters thought of the job he
had done.
I le loses it still in 2007, wearing
blue jeans and an olive-drab cap
with his sergeant's insignia, leading hundreds of protesters on a
march at Miami I )ade College.

"IVe always been very proud of
my country," said Gonzalez, 53,
one of the Veterans for Peace who
marshaled Saturday's protest.
"But at this moment, I'm not."
These are hard feelings for a
Marine Corps veteran who svore

HEY!!!

the American flag into combat.
Gonzalez svas among hundreds of demonstrators drawn
from all pockets of South Florida
culture: children and old ladies,
peace drummers and bullhorn
screamers, Cubans calling lor and
end to the travel ban and I laitians
calling for the beginning of asylum reform.
Their common cause was
opposition to Hush, svho turns
out. alter all, to be a uniter.
"I'm appalled at the notion that
my great-great grandchildren will
still be paying for what this man
has done," said P.vie Hrignoni,
carrying a sign that svondered
why Hush's own twin daughters
have not enlisted In the military.
"There are a lot of angry people,
even in Miami."
Among them svas a younglooking guitar player. Strumming

out raging calls for an end to the
war in Iraq.
II we change one person's perspective, that's enough." said the
man, svho said he would not gist'
his name because newspapers

OUT

rW'

are "owned by a corporation thai
is eventually controlled by Hush."
His black hooded sweatshirt
had a hand-colored sign taped to
the back: "End Capitalism."
Further up the line, lack
Ijeberman sold T-shirts for $10
with Bush on a wanted poster
In a town not known for
activism on domestic politics,
the turnout surprised even
organizers.
"Ihe usual suspects are here,
but there an1 a lot of people you
don't usually see," said Linda
Helgrave. a University of Miami
sociology professor and organizer
for the (jode link peace group.

AL DIAZ

PROTEST: Senior Jennifer Slama stands
among [he protesters at Miami-Dade
College where Piesidont George A
will address the graduating class in Miami.
Florida. April 28

SUMMER LEASES NOW AVAILABLE!

GREENBRIAR, INC.

445 Kasl Wooster Si. • 352-0717
M «

M
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6th Annual Award-Winning

When You Move Out
Don't Throw it Out!
It's that shirt you never wear anymore, the pants that
don't fit, all those cans of soup and extra boxes of
Mac 'n Cheese, or the fan you don't have room to store.
Chances are, if you have extra stuff, you can donate it to
Bowling Green area families and organizations in need!

What can be donated?
• Any and all clothing and shoes, in or out of fashion
• Non-perishable food (snacks, cereal,
peanut butter, ramen noodles etc.)
• Clean bedding/towels/pillows/blankets
• Books-any and all
• Paper and school supplies of any kind.
• Personal items-used and open are O.K.!
(ex: laundry detergent, soap, fans, games, sports
equipment, dishes/glassware, toys, etc.)
• Furniture that is clean and in good shape
• Basically, just about anything you're willing to part with!

Now until the residence halls close!
Look for the donation boxes in your residence hall
lobby, Greek Houses, Chily's and Temptations Convenience stores, and the Union

Contact reslife@bgnet with any questions
Sponsored by the Office of Residence Life, Kroger, the University Bookstore, Recreational Sports & BGSU Recycling.
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Holly Abrams

Megan Armentrout

Rich Autry

Kent Barnes

Brian Barnhoeft

Justin Beam

Katie Bednar

Joshbenner

Kevin Berger

Bill Bordewick

Alaina Buzas

Laura Lee Carraciola

Semira (howdhury

Alexandria Clark

Sarah Colbry

Jordan Cravens

Joe Cunningham

Addie Curtis

Kelly Day

Olivia Day

Amy Dillon

Brian Onon

Michelle Dominic

Jessica Eickholt

Haley ishleman

Ryan Evans

Lauren Farnsworth

Jordan Flower

Ashley Fogle

Ella Fowler

Dana Freeman

Linsey Frymyer

NickGamero

Emily Garr

Amanda Gilles

Tannen Gliatta

Tiffany Gorby

Heidi Grieser

Amanda Hall

Andrew Harner

JeffHounshel

Chelci Howard

Freddy Hunt

Brian Siabelski

John Turner

Echo Vargas

Kristen Vasas

Shannon Will

Colin Wilson

Bryan Windsor

Enoch Wu

More Than 100 Students
Serving One Goal

Geneva Hodgson

Amanda Hoover

Ken Horn

i r

These are the editors, writers,
photographers, designers, sales,
circulation and customer service
representatives that brought you
The BG News, Obsidian, Gavel,
and The Key this year

Theresa Scott

Lauren Shindollar

Rachel Shirk

Kim Shook

Chris Voloschuk

Lauren Walter

laren Weber

Chris West

Marcus Simpson

W
Josh Whetherholt

Doug Strausbiugh

m
Martel White
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Swept out of Miami
BG baseball falls
in three strai
After taking 2-of-3 games from Akron last
weekendforitsfirstMid-AmericanConference
series win of the season, the BG baseball team
appeared to finally be gaining some momentum in what has been an otherwise difficult
season.
However, a disappointing loss at IPFW on
Tuesday carried through to this weekend in
Oxford, as Miami swept three games from the
Falcons in conference play.
The Redhawks (23-16, 11-5 MAC) claimed
victories of 12-2,5-3 and 2-1 over the weekend
to drop the Falcons to 4-14 in the MAC leaving
them one game ahead of Ohio for last place in
the MAC East standings.
With the sweep, BG has now lost four
games in a row with 12 games remaining
in the season, nine of which being against
MAC opponents.
"We're 4-14 in the conference; I can't imagine anybody having any fun. Hut, I'm proud of
the guys and the way their effort was," said BG
coach Danny Schmitz following yesterday's
game. "They left it all out on the field,"
BG was soundly defeated in game one
behind a 14-strikeout performance from
Miami hurler lohn Ely (7-2) and a Redhawk
lineup that roughed up Falcon ace Tyler
lohnson (5-4). Johnson gave up six earned
runs on nine hits in one inning pitched.
BG had six hits on the game, with the highlights being a Josh Diet/, solo home run and a
Chris Gacom RBI single. Kurt Wells chipped
in with two hits.
Game two saw a tighter contest, but the
same result, as Brian Hangbers supplied the
only offense for BG in the form of a threerun homer that cut Miami's lead to 5-3. That
would be as close as the Falcons would come.
Miami pitchers Connor Graham and Reece
Asbury combined to hold BG to eight hits for
See BASEBALL | Page 10

See QUINN | Page 10

ByChay«Held
Reporter

Liggett, a senior on the
BG women's golf team
was named the MAC's
Sportswoman of the
Year at this year's MAC
Championships. She is the
first-ever Falcon golfer to win
the award.
The Sportswoman of the
Year award recognizes the
player whom other players
most enjoy playing or
conversing with: has good
rapport with her own team;
is supportive of her own
team, but also respects
the competition: makes
players feel comfortable to
be around her; commands
respect and esteem rather
than merely being popular
and would consider to be
worthy of representing
women's intercollegiate golf

A
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to others.

OUR CALL
On the way up
RYANEVANS

The Cleveland Indians.
The Tribe is leading the
AL Central and have won

l-tBiiN:JVS

BATTER UP: Josh Oetz ($4) makes contact with the ball against the Miami University Redhawks Miami
dominated the series, winning all three game during weekend play. Miami won 12-2.5-3 and 2-1. BG is now at
the bottom ol the East only a head ol Oh» University

By Tom With.r.
The Associated Press
BFR1.A, Ohio — Brady Quinn
stepped out from behind the
black limousine's tinted windows into brilliant Sunday
Miimnrii- lie
r ii' wore blue jeans,
sunshine,
a zlppered windbreaker and a
Browns baseball
cap.
He was dressed
casually, if not
for the occasion.
"I think he
was just worn
Brady
out from wearQuinn
ing that suit all
Former Notre day yesterday."
said tackle Joe
DameQB
Thomas. Quinn's
goes later in
new ({•animate.
draft than
One day alter
expected
his
stunning
slide In the first
round became
the biggest story of the NFL
draft. Quinn began a new chapter in his storied football career.
Passed over h\ I'Oulhcrleams.
Quinn was Introduced at a news
conference by the Browns, the
team he dreamed of playing for
as a kid and the one who passed
over him to take Thomas at No.
3 before trading up to select
Notre Dame's golden-armed
quarterback.
Quinn spent lour agonizing
hours Saturday waiting in the
wings at Radio City Music Hall
lor his name to be called. With
national TV cameras trained on
him sitting backstage, he smiled
and tried to make the best ol an
awkward situation as team after
team chose other players.
Booed at first, the draftniks
on hand in New York began to
sympathize with Quinn as the

WOMEN'S GOLF
Kari Liggett named
MAC Sportswoman
of the Year:

QB Quinn
ends up in
Cleveland

seven of their
last eight games.
Starter Cliff Lee

Three in a row

is scheduled to
return on Thursday.

On the way down
The New York Yankees. The
Bombers have
dropped eight

over Toledo
By Andrew Harner
Reporter

of their last nine
games and manager Joe
Torre could be fired by midweek.

The List
The NFL draft provided
some surprises this weekend

1. Brady Quinn: After
being projected in the top 5,
Quinn slipped all the way to
Cleveland at 22.

2. Ted Ginn, Jr.:
Miami was in need of a
quarterback at #9. but
passed on Quinn to pick
Ginn, who didn't do much to
impress scouts in workouts,
crazy.

3. Justin Harrell:
With the 16th pick, analysts

The BG women's Softball team
(28-9, 11-5) swept rival Toledo
(8-30, 3-13) this weekend winning 3-0 on Saturday and 5-1
yesterday.
"Overall, they were both
great team wins," said BG coach
Shannon Salsburg.
On Saturday, lea nine Baca
walked to open the game and
traveled to each base in a different fashion. She stole second,
advanced to third on a fielder's
choice, and scored after a passed
ball to give BG a 1-0 lead.
In the second, Dawnjene
DeLong also had a unique trip
around the bases. After being
hit by a pitch to lead off the
inning, she advanced to second
on a fielder's choice, to third on
a wild pitch, and scored on a
ground ball to the pitcher that
gave the Falcons a 2-0 lead.
After being retired 1-23 in the third and fourth, BG

SEASON STATS
■ BG has eight players
with 10 or more RBI.
■ While leading the team
in at-bats with 120,
Jeanine Baca is second
in batting average at
.550
■ The Falcons are outscoring their opponents 17574 this season.
■ As a team, BG is hitting
.272 for the season.
scored again in the fifth via
freshman Susan Sontag's
sixth home run of the year.
Sontag became the only freshman in BG's history to hit more
than five home runs in her first
season.
Toledo threatened in the sixth
and seventh, but they left two
See SOFTBALL | Page 10

Moss traded to Patriots
in exchage for draft pick
By Day* Goldberg
The Associated Press
NEW YORK (AP) — The trade
of Randy Moss from Oakland
to New England says a lot about
the way the NF1. treats character
— or characters.
When Moss was traded to the
Raiders two years ago, theVikings
got back a first-round pick and
a starting linebacker. Yesterday,
the Patriots got him for a fourthround choice, largely because
he dogged it in Oakland, where
the worst work ethic in the NFL
overrode his huge talent.
The Moss trade was part of an
NIT. draft where behavior was
a major issue, especially since
commissioner Roger Goodell
has demonstrated he'll be tough
on players who get in trouble
with the law. He already has
suspended Tennessee's Adam
"Pacman" Jones for a year and
Cincinnati's Chris Henry for
eight games. Further disciplinary action for other could be
coming.
Only two players with" issues,"

JEFFCHI0

TROUBLE: Oakland Ra,ders wide
receiver Randy Moss is photographed at
training camp in Napa. Calif
Jarvis Moss of Florida and
Brandon Meriweather of Miami.
were taken in the first round.
Meriweather, suspended for
a game last season, for stomping on Florida International
players during a fight, went to
New England to join Randy
See NFL | Page 12

thought Green Bay would be
looking for offense to give
Brett Favre some help. They
went defensive instead.

Carmona leads Tribe to victory over Orioles

4. Calvin Johnson:
Detroit has now taken a
receiver in the first round
four of the last five years.
Matt Millen has said that he
won't be trading Johnson,
either.

5. Kevin Kolb: With
fellow QBs Trent Edwards.
Drew Stanton and John Beck
all predicted to go higher
than Kolb. Philadelphia
took him with the 36th pick,
making him the third QB
taken in the draft.

MARK DUNCAN I AP PHOTO

TEAMMATES: Cleveland Indians' Josh Barfield (29) greets teammate Casey Blake after
Blake's solo homer off Baltimore Onoles pitcher Jaret Wright in the second inning
I

<

CLEVELAND (AP) — Slower
proved to be better for Fausto
Carmona.
Carmona (2-1) pitched into
the ninth inning for the first
time and Casey Blake homered
to help the Cleveland Indians
beat the Baltimore Orioles 6-1
yesterday.
The win came less than 24
hours after the Indians officially protested the 7-4 loss
that ended their six-game winning streak because the Orioles
were given a run three innings
after it had been waved off by
the umpires.
"That was a great performance by Fausto," said Indians
manager Eric Wedge, who has
to tell the young right-hander he's headed back to the
minors.

"Fausto really
stepped up in this
situation...He did a
good job."
Enc Wedge | Indians Manager.
Wedge put Carmona into
the starting rotation when lefthander Cliff Lee strained an
abdominal muscle in spring
training. Lee is due back this
week.
"Fausto really stepped up
in the situation," Wedge said.
"Today, he slowed himself
down, checked himself. He did
a good job."
See INDIANS | Page 10

0SU Heisman
winner taken in
late rounc
COLUMBUS. Ohio (AP) — Ohio
Stale's lleisnian-winning quarterback. Troy Smith, waited
five full rounds and watched
173 players get picked
irked before
him in the NFL
draft
before
the Baltimore
Ravens finally
selected
him
yesterday with
the last pick of
the fifth round.
Smith's slock Troy
dropped after Smith
Ohio
Slate's
overwhelming Former 0SU
loss to Florida quarterback
in the national went in the
championship fifth round to
game and a poor
the Ravens
performance in
a senior all-star
game.
In his lleisman-winning season, the 6-1, 213-pound Smith
completed 203 of 311 passes
(65.3 percent), and threw for 30
touchdowns and had six interceptions. For his career, Smith
passed for 5,720 yards and 54
touchdowns as Ohio State went
25-3 when he started.
With the Ravens, Smith
will compete to back up Steve
McNair.
On Saturday, Ted Ginn Jr. was
the first Buckeyes player to be
taken when Miami took him
with the ninth pick of the first
round.
He has returned six punts
for touchdowns in his career
and was the Buckeyes' leading
receiver in 2006 with 59 catches
for 781 yards and nine touchdowns.
The Super Bowl champion
Indianapolis Colts grabbed
three Buckeyes — wide receiver
Anthony Gonzalez, defensive
tackle Quinn Pitcock and wide
receiver Roy 1 lall. Gonzalez was
taken with the last pick of the
first round on Saturday. Pitcock
was taken in the third round
Saturday, and Hall was selected

I

SeeOSU|PagelO
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" We had some
opportunities; we

From Page 9

the game.
Mi< k i antrell 2
took
Ihe loss foi ihi' 1 .ili ons, giving 111> five earned inns in I.I
innings I efl handei \dam
(iiimpl pin hed 1.2 innings ol
M oreless relief.
"I thought VI.mi Gumpfdid
,i greal job in reliel Schmitz
said. "Brian I laughers hii a
Ihree-run homei lo i ul a i 0
di'in ii in i 3, bui that's where
ii stood
I lie downward spiral foi the
I .Hi ons continued yesterday,
,i- Miami won 2-1 with a Mil
single in iIn- bottom ol the
ninth.
I hreeBCipiti hers,including
startei Dust) Hawk 5.1 IP, I
KR. 3 Hi limited the Redhawks
to six hits on the game, but Ihe
1 .ili mis managed jusi seven ol
theii own.
Gump! I I took the loss in
reliel and lefl lelmanik went
2 i .ii the plate, driving in
I In' lone i mi Ini lit,, \ndreu

just didn't get some
calls to go our way."

I ostei .nul Mike Barnard also
had multiple hit games for the
I all ons.
For BG, Sunday's game
was another example of how
unforgiving the game of baseball i an lie when a team is
struggling.
"We had some opportunities; we just didn't
gel some ol the rails lo gti
our way." Schmitz said.
I he playersi aren't quitting,
which is a great sign, because
we sine aren't getting man)
breaks...This team deserved
better than what fate gave us
lyesterdayl."
lid is nil ini exams through
I hursda) before heading to
Kent Mate Friday for another
weekend MAC series.

osu

From Page 9

in the filth round yesterday.
I lie New Orleans Saints look
running hack Antonio Pittmari
in the fourth round, the
Oakland Raiders picked defensive end lay Richardson and
ihe Atlanta falcons look center
I )tiug Datish in the sixth round,
bringing 10 eight the number
of Ohio Stale players chosen in
the first si\ rounds.

Pittman played three seasons
for the Buckeyes, starling all 13
games in 2(MHi. The 5-foot-ll
Pittman had 1.233 yards on 242
carries 15.1 yards per carry) and
scored II touchdowns. He also
caught II passes for 127 yards.
He must compete with
veteran Aaron Sleeker for
the third running hack spot
behind Deuce McAllister and
Reggie Hush.
The Saints never worked out
Pittman. I heir only exposure
to him was at the Nil.combine
workouts in Indianapolis,
"I was shocked, but that's

CHADIES REX ABBOGASI

DRAFT: Ohio Slate runiw.gbdtk
Antonio Pittman carries the ball during
then college football game against
Northwestern in Evanston. Ill
life." Pittman said.
"They gave me a call and I'm
happy to he a Saint now. It's
lime to get in and compete,"
he added.
"I see myself titling in just
fine. ... I can learn a lol from
those guys. Who better to teach
you than Deuce and Reggie?"
An Academic All-American,
Gonzalez was an All-Big fen
selection.

BowlingGreeni

RecyeirgC
24 Hour Drop Off'

Recycle your:
Pizza Boxes & Beverage Containers
Other items accepted:
Glass

Books

• Phone Books

Junk Mail

• Cardboard

' Steel Cans

Mixed Office Paper

• Brown Bags

'Aluminum Cans

Magazines/Catalogs

• Plastic Bottles

'Aluminum Foil

Newspaper

• Green-Bar Computer Paper

' Scrap Metal
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SOFTBALL

QUINN

From Page 9

From Page 9

runners on baseineach inning
as Ilayley Wiemer finished
wiihacomplctegameshulout.
She also had eight strikeouts.
"Anytime you get a complete game shutout, il helps."
Salsburgsaid.
Yesterday saw a different means of scoring for the
falcons as they were shut out
and held to one hit before
getting scoring twice in the
sixth and three limes in the
seventh.
Emily Gouge kepi the
Toledo bills quiet for the first
three innings before Brittany
Rl ihhins hit a solo home run to
give the Rockets their only run
of the game. Gouge pitched
five innings with three walks
and eight strikeouts.
In the next two innings,
ihe Falcons found themselves
wiih two outs quickly, but ii
did not dampen their spirits
as they rallied to score in both
innings.
In the sixth, Emmy Ramsey
and Wiemer led the off the
inning with singles. After
Allison Vallas and Ashley
Zirkle each recorded outs.
Del .ong came through with a
two-run single.
In the seventh inning. BG
extended their narrow 2I lead. With two outs, liaca
and Ramsey singles led up lo
Wiemer's three-run home run.
After replacing Gouge in the
sixth, Wiemer pitched two
perfect innings to ensure the

5-1 win.
"IScoring with two outs] is
huge," Salsburg said, "At the
beginning of the year, we
scored a lot wilh two outs so
I was really happy lo see that

[comeback]."
On the season, the falcons
have hit a school-record 3-1
home runs and will look to
Improve on that record as they
face Northern Illinois for a
doiihleheader on Friday and
Western Michigan for Iwo
games this weekend. After
i hat. the falcons will begin the
Mid American Conference
Tournament

clock painfully ticked on.
"It's the Notre Dame quarterback thing, love 'em or hate 'em,"
Quinn said.
Ihe biggest day of his life
quickly became a nightmare for
the 22-year-old. who ran around
his backyard as a boy pretending
he was Browns iconic QB Bernie
Kosar slinging touchdown passes in from of an imaginary Dawg

Pound.
Bui just when it couldn't get
bleaker, the Browns saved Quinn.
I hey gave Dallas a second-round
pick this year and first-round
pick in 2008 to move up and take
Quinn with the22nd pick.
Now, it's Quinn's turn to save
the Browns, who have been
mostly luckless losers in the
eight years since l heir expansion
return.
He's ready for the challenge.
"I'm accustomed to coming
into a new situation and changing the attitudes and the way
people think," lie said. "I want
to change the way people feel in
the fourth quarter when there
are two minutes left and we have
the ball at the 20.1 think it's a big
tiling that people don'l under
stand.
"You have lo keep believing.
It s never OK to lose."
Quinn's free fall through the
firsi round may have damaged

more than his reputation. It likely
cost him more than $29 million
In guaranteed money, a fact he
dismissed as easily as sidestepping a blitzing linebacker.
"If yon are successful in the
Ml, you're going to make
money.'' lie said. "It's not a big
deal. I'm not a guy who comes
from a lot of money. I'm a bluecollar, hardworking kid and for
me it's a dream to be drafted in
ihe first round."
Quinn came lo yesterday's
affair not thinking lie needed
lo dress up. But when he saw
Thomas, who skipped a draftday trip to New York to go fishing,
in a pinstriped suit. Quinn broke
out a spori coal, slacks and tie.
I lis decision to change delayed
the news conference.
"We thought it would lie his
girlfriend gelling ready." joked
general manager Phil Savage.
'We made you wait yesterday,
and you made us wait today."
Quinn will he looked upon as
a savior in Cleveland, expected to carry ihe Browns back to
greatness.
I le's used lo the heavy lifting.
As Notre Dame's starling QB for
four years, every mo\e he made
was scrutinized by ihe school's
worldwide fan base. There may
be no tougher job in college football — other than coaching the
lighting Irish — than quartet-

backing them.
Quinn feels his pressurepacked collegiate career will
serve him well.
"Notre Dame prepared me as
best as it could have," he said.
"When you look at the aspects
of playing nationally televised
games and the competition week
in and week out.
I was dealing wilh the media
from Day I. Obviously, there
were times in my career where
we started losing and that's when
you feel the heat.
"I've been through the lire and
adversity, and that's a positive
for me."
Another plus was playing
under coach Charlie Weis, who
before going to Notre Dame
helped develop Tom Brady into a
Pro Bowl quarterback and Super
Bi iwlchampion as New England's
offensive coordinator.

BUCKEYE
SELF - STORAGE
•Near Campus
•Low Rates
•Open 24 Hours
•Summer Leases
•Clean
•Many Sizes
Don't Make Extra Work
Leave Your "Things"!

Summer
Storage!
Call Today to
Reserve Unit:

352-1520

www.buckeyeinnandstudios.com

'.

Monday. ApcJ 30.200711
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fethe official cdjfecje of summei
all class sizes
Low tuftion
Quality education
Credits easily transfer to your
four-year school

Join us for an Open House on May 5

Classes start May 29, June 11 & July 2
Tri-C-the official college of summer
www.tri-c.edu

Cuyahoga
Community
College

•nitrated ond designed by Ray Casoin
I
raycasp.o.com
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"We did the background check which
includes police reports...We were
<

comfortable with where we were [or] we
would have taken him off the board."

urul

been lo ln» formei learns, Rand)
1
i- had onlj one relalivelj minoi run-in with the law
filtering the M I in 1998
although he dropped to 21sl
overall in ihe draft because of offfield issues in college.
Niiw In gets in pla) tin Hill
i
as strong willed as
i in. Both are coaches who
ii . i an deal with troubled
although Shanahan got
.iih ( larett, who was
uise he was too slow and
not bci ause he caused
\iitl Belii hickgol thrceproducisons From Corey Dillon,
led running back with a
HI for me first behavior,
ould salvage Moss, who
I was overwhelmed,
i ' didnl expo i lo hear
Delichick
. Moss ;ii nl Dillon are
i -I.IIIII-.IHII Ml players
stars
:ii there best. I spa ialfj Moss,
iilthuugh during his two seasons

in Oakland, the lethargic habits
he sometimes demonstrated in
Minnesota ["I play when I feel like
if) were on display regularly on
the NFUs worsl (earn.
The draft picks haven't proven
ihcii ability yet. Hut the most talented certainly get the chance.
toother player with a clouded
past to go early was Eric Wright,
a comerback from UNI.V chosen by Cleveland in the second
round with the 52nd pick. The
Browns traded up to lake Wright.
a projected first-rounder by some
scouts. Wright left Southern
California alter being charged
uiih rape. That charge was later
dropped.
"We did the background check
which includes police reports, ...
We urn- comfortable with where
we were lor we would have taken
him off of our board." Browns
general manager Phil Savage said.
"We left Eric Wright where we
iliouglit he should lie
Wright was grateful, anil said

WWW.BGNEWS.COM

yesterday what happened at DSC
has made him wary of "the people I associate myself with.
"I grew up in a strong household and was an honor roll student my entire life. I went to an all
boys Catholic school. I really need
lo present myself in a proper light
so people can really know who
I am. I think this organization
has done all they could to get the
proper information. Than why
I think they were comfortable in
picking me and trading up to get
me. I really appreciate that"
Wright could represent the
Other side of Goodell's "get tough"
policy.
While the rookie commissioner
has made it clear he will crack
down on continued transgressions, he's also emphasized a
willingness to forgive one-time
mistakes.
Ixist week, when five prospective first-round picks visited
his office, he apologized to two
of them. Calvin Johnson and
(laines Adams, for reports they
had answered "yes," to a question at the scouting combine as lo
whethertheyeverused marijuana.
He also ordered the question no
longer be used in questionnaires,
said he will punish teams who
leak information, and pledged lo
apologize lo a third player named
in the report, Amobi Okoye.

Cardinals' Hancock
dies in car accident
Josh

By R.B. Fallslrom
The Associated Press
ST. LOUIS — The St. Louis
Cardinals are mourning a
teammate for the second time
in five years, and it isn't any
easier tliis time.
Josh I lancock. a relief pitcher who helped the team win
the World Series last season,
died early Sunday when his
sport utility vehicle slammed
into ihe back of a tow truck,
bringing back painful memories of Darryi Kile's death in
|une 2002.
"There's a big bole that's
going lo be there," St. Inuis
manager Tony La Ritssa said.
" I his is brutal to go through."
The Cardinals postponed
iheirhonie game Sunday night
against the Chicago Cubs, la
Kussa informed I lancock's
family ol the accident.
"What words can you give
somebody in a situation like
this?" Cubs manager Lou
I'iniella said.

Police said the 29-year-old

SENIOR AWARDS

Hancock
Has played with
Reds. Philly's
and the Cards

Hancock was alone in his
2007 Isord Explorer when the
SUV struck the rear of a flatlied low truck at 12:35 a.m.
The tow truck was in the left
lane with its lights flashing
while assisting another car
that had crashed, Police Chief
|oe Mokwa said.
I lancock died upon impact.
Mokwa said. The driver of the
low (ruck, whose name was
not released by police, was in
the truck at the time of the
crash but was not injured.
Mokwa said the truck driver
saw Hancock's SUV swerve
just before il hit Ihe tow truck.
Mokwa said it appeared
I lancock was driving at or just
above the speed limit, and
lhere were no alcohol containers in his vehicle.

1045 N. Main 7B
Bowling Green, Ohio

ongratulations to our
Graduating Seniors!
FROM THE • • •

419-353-5800

Management Inc.

www.mectabg.com

APARTMeuTS/Hot/ses/SroRAGe t/t/frs
LOG OA/ TODAY TO:
View our 2007/2008 listing

TIONAL SPORTS DEPARTMENT

View photos, map of locations, paperwork
and other info to make your search easier.
Stop by or call office for update on openings
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Apartments Available for Rent

2007-2008
1 BEDROOM APARTMENTS
517 REED STREET - At TTiursrin.
Furn. or Unfurn., One Bdrm. & One bath.

449-455 S. ENTERPRISE

School Year - One Person Rate- $465
One Year - One Person Rate - $400

School Year - One Person Rate- $385

Furn. or Unfurn., One bdrm. One Bath.
One Year - One Person Rate - $350

707-727 THIRD STREET - One Bedroom.

839 SEVENTH STREET

i .n K Keller
i i in McKlnne)
|i-nn\ Weichel

Furn. or Unfurn., One bath.

Unfurnished, One bath. Dishwasher.

School Year - One Person Rate- $395
One Year - One Person Rate - $350

One Year - One Person Rate - $395

HT T*l"
iu

825 THIRD STREET -Pets Allowed!
Furnished or Unfurnished, One bath.

MUSI RELIABLE •kali (.illicrl
LONGEVITY' WkGeller
Musi PERSONABLE*Nick Pope

School Year - One Person Rate- $465
One Year - One Person Rate - $410

Knt) Gilberl
NikGcllei
\K k Pope

831 SEVENTH

U

lilllilLI
MOSI RELIABLE •lustin Rex
MOST PERSON Mil E*SusanGosnell
LONGEVITY'lessica \rValter
NAZI SKATE GUARD* I arlo Mastracci
MOSI RECKLESSZAMBONI
DRIVER* Sarah Vaughn
Hannah Burtey
i llsabeth Hrvatln [I Issj
* .niKii Lawrence

blMVIil'I'Hl
OUTDOOR PROGRAM

You Want it? We Got it!

MOSI RELIABLE •Scoti I licklngei
MOSI PERSONABU • roddConrad
I ONGI s 11V - loeRosa
BIGGEST CHARACI III • lush Longley
MOSI AMUSING* Dawn Cheney

Inr Rosa
rodd Conrad
i .linen Hoepf

School Year - One Person Rate- $460

810-815 FOURTH STREET
Furn. or Unfurn., One bdrm. One Bath.
School Year - One Person Rate- $435
One Year - One Person Rate - $370

2 BEDROOM APARTMENTS
810 FIFTH; 649,707 SIXTH;
818 SEVENTH

Furn. or Unfurn., One Bath & Hall Vanity.
School Year - Two Person Rate $560
One Year -Two Person Rate - $485

Furn. or Unfurn., One Bath & Hall Vanity.
School Year - Two Person Rate- $565
One Year - Two Person Rate - $475

724 S. COLLEGE DRIVE
Unfurnished, 11/2 baths, Dishwasher.
School Year - Two Person Rate- $630
One Year - Two Person Rate $530

521 E. MERRY -NearOffenhauer
Furn. or Unfurn. Two Bdrm. One Bath
School Year - Two Person Rate- $655
One Year - Two Person Rate - $565

402 HIGH STREET
Furn. or Unfurn., One bath.
School Year - Two Person Rate- $590
One Year - Two Person Rate - $490

701 FOURTH STREET
Furn. or Unfurn., Two bdrm.
One bath w/ Vanity in each bdrm.
School Year - Two Person Rate- $620
One Year - Two Person Rate - $520

835 FOURTH STREET
Furn. or Unfurn., Two Bedroom.
School Year - Two Person Rate- $590
One Year - Two Person Rate - $490

840-850 SIXTH STREET
Furn. or Unfurn., Two Full baths.
School Year - Two Person Rate- $650
One Year - Two Person Rate - $540

505 CLOUGH-fiehind Kinko's.
Two Furn. or Unfurn., One bath & Vanity. School
Year - Two Person Rate- $630
One Year - Two Person Rate - $530

PETS ALLOWED AT:

EFFICIENCIES

PETS ALLOWED with a $250 nonrefundable pet
deposit in the following buildings:

451THURSTIN AVENUE
Across the street from Offenhauer
Furnished efficiency apartments with full bath,
assigned parking and laundry in the building
School Year - One Person Rate- $395
One Year - One Person Rate - $365

517 E. Reed Street
403 High Street
825 Third Street
802 Sixth Street
831 Seventh Street

MatlHodek rripSlafl
Zacht ran WallStofl
BenDavii Wall Slafl

640 Eighth Street
841 Eighth Street
725 Ninth Street
733,755,777 Manville

• Furnished or Unfurnished for Same Price
• Water, Sewer, Trash are FREE

SUMMER RENTALS AVAILABLE
May 12,2007 to August 4,2007 Noon

We Still have a Selection of Houses Available for 2007-2008

- .-JOHN

■

II

11 i i
II

NEWLOVE

••••

ii

319 E. Woosler Street Bowling Green. OH
(Located Across Frum Taco Bell)
Rental Office 410-354-2260
Hours Mon. thru Fri. 8:30-5:30 Sal. 8:30-5:00
www phnnowlovorooloilata.com

Real Sa&tU. Inc.

'We've got a place for everyone!"

i
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Great April puts Indians on top
of the AL Central division
CLEVELAND (AP) — Eric Wedge
is in first place at the end of April
for the first time since becoming
Indians manager.
"I'm very proud of the way guys
have fought through tilings this
month," Wedge said yesterday
after completing April with a 14-8
record — the Indians' best since a
16-6 opening month in 1999.
The Indians lead Minnesota by
1 1/2 games in the AI. Central and
have today off.
In Wedge's first four years in
Cleveland, the April record often
was as uglv as the weather 7-19 in
2003, followed by 9-13, 9-14 and
13-12.
Now, Wedge hopes the rest of
the season will be as successful. A
year ago, he emphasized making
a fast start. But Cleveland went
a combined 32-47 from May 1
until the end of Inly to fall out of
the race.
"I'm not going through that
again," Wedge remarked when the
Indians reported to spring training
this February. "I'm about winning
one series at a time and not getting too crazy over starting fast."
So far, that philosophy has
worked. Irie Indians won seven
of eight series in April, the only
blemish an embarrassing threegame sweep in New York. But they
rebounded to win eight of their
next 10.
"It'sgreat," third baseman Casey
Blake said ofthestart. "Indi\idually,
1 don't know if it means as much
as when you start fast as a team. It
takes pressure off everybody trying to do too much."
Outfielder Trot Nixon, in his first
season in Cleveland, said he sees a
special camaraderie developing.
"We've gone through so much

INDIANS
From Page 9

Orioles starter laret Wright
(0-3) may be headed back to
the DL the right-hander was
activated before the game,
gave up three runs in three
innings, and said he felt discomfort in his shoulder.
"It doesn't feel loo good,"
Wright said. "I tried to get
through it. It hurts, basically.
11 felt bad and kept getting
worse. We'll give it 24 hours
and come up with a plan."
Wedge could use a plan
to try and keep Carmona in
Cleveland's crowded rotation.
"We're not going to make
any decisions today," Wedge
said. "One way or another,
it's a very tough situation and
you want to give it as much
time as humanly possible."
Carmona gave up six hits,
walked two and struck out
one in a career-best 8 1-3
innings. He had a shutout
into the ninth when Aubrev
Huff hit his 100th pitch
over the wall in right with
one out. After lay Gibbons
singled, Rafael Betancourt
replaced Carmona and got
the last two outs.
"I wanted to finish."
Carmona said through firstbase coach Luis Rivera, who
served as interpreter for the
23-year-old Dominican. "I
didn't think about a shutout,
or about maybe the minors."
Carmona got 18 outs on
ground balls, one a spectacular play by second baseman losh Barfield in the first
inning. Ranging behind the
bag to field a sharp bouncer
hit by Miguel Tejada, Barfield
leaped in the air, turned and
threw to first for the out.
Carmona issued his only
two walks with two outs in the
eighth. After a visit by pitching
coach Carl Willis, the righthander got Nick Markakis to
ground out on the next pitch.
"When he had to make a
pitch, he kept it down and got
a ground ball," Orioles manager Sam Perlozzo said. "He
pitched a great game."
It was Carmona's second
straight win after taking 11
straight losses. He won his
major league debut against
Detroit on April 15,2006, then
went 39 appearances, including nine starts, before defeating Minnesota on Tuesday.
Wright, sidelined since
experiencing shoulder soreness April 10 against Detroit,
walked the first two batters he
faced. After Travis Hafher was
called out on strikes, Victor
Martinez lined a two-run single to right for a 2-0 lead.

MARK DUNCAN

PLEADING:
gameagainsi lite Raltimv

Bad call, weather affects Tribe
MARK DUNCAN

WEIRD: Cleveland Indians Grady Sizemore right is gieeted by David Dellucci (20) and
Josh BarMd after Sizemores instde-the-park home run off Baltimore Orioles pitcher Jeremy
Guthrie in the sixth inning of a baseball game Friday in Cleveland

"You mix it with his good slider and
changeup and he is very tough to hit. As a
hitter, I would not want to face him."
Victor Martinez I (al

together and we're ready to take
on anything," Nixon said. "Right
now, this team dwsn't really have
an identity. I think it's developing
dav bv day, win by win."
CALM, COOl, CARMONA:
Catcher Victor Martinez has seen
right-hander lausto Carmona
pitch better. 1 le also Ix'licvcs the
best is on the way.
Tva seen him like this or better," Martinez said after the righthander got IH groundnuts over 8
I -3 innings to beat Baltimore 6-1

yesterday. Tic''- just getting better and better. He can be pretty
special."
Mai tine/ compares Cannona's
sinker to that of veteran lake
Wcsthrook, who last season got
opposing batter', to hit Into 36
double plays, most in the majors.
" I want to call that sinker all day
long," Marline/ said. "You mix it
with his good slider and changeup
and he is very lough to hit. As a
hitter, I would not want to face
him."

By Tom Withers

red P

CLEW LAND Strange, strange
ihings ari' happening al lacobs
field, baseballs theater of the
absurd.
We're not even out of April.
and it's already been a weird
season al the corner of Ontario
and Carnegie.
The Cleveland Indians have
had lour games al the lake
postponed by a freakish \pi iI
snowstorm, forcing the club
to move a three-game "home"
series to Milwaukee. Also, the
team won its oft-delayed opener with just one hit - a first
inning double - lo become
the first squad since 1952 to
win ,i game with their only hit
coming in their first at-bat.
I he wackiest event, though,
happened Saturday nighi
when umpires awarded a
run in the Baltimore Orioles
— three innings after initially

"I never had four games snowed out or
played home games in another city, either.
And we've only got 140 more games to
go this year."
waving il oil.
Indians reliever Roberto
Hernandez, who broke into the
major leagues in 1986, thoughl
lie had seen il all.
"Never saw anything like it,"
die IL' yeai "Id piti her said
yesterday. "Of course, I never
had lour games snowed OUI 01
played home games in another
city, either. And we've only got
I III mi ire games in go this year."

I he latest weirdness began
Innocently enough. Here's a
recap:
I he Orioles had JUSI taken il
2-1 lead in the third on Miguel

Tejada's Kill single. Huh one

out. Nick Markakis on ilmd
base and lej.nl.i ,n first, Ramon
I lenuindez hii a sinking linei lo
center field.
( leveland's < Iradj Sizemote
made a diving i an li. popped
up ,ind threw in liisi in lime In
gel lejada for an inning ending
double play. Markakis, however,
lagged up and scored well before
lejada was i ml .11 liisi
I leie's where H gets lillelesl
ing,
Baltimore's run should have
counted, hut it was disallowed
by plate umpire Marvin I ludson
and the inning nuird with the
Orioles up 2-1. not I I
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"We did the background check which
includes police reports...We were

Moss larvis Moss, suspended lor
i game foi iii.tiijn.niM use, wenl
io Denver, which drafted another
ihi i iators,
lefensive lai kle Man us I hernias
fourth round,
I homa
d to have
em. Bui after being
isi season
in marijuana use, lit was k» ked
I Irban
iig(iainesvillcwith
ricuds ''
lando againsl

:

going in be ;i lol
i it some nl the
... done, Im luding
from I lorida."
anahan, who
took ,i chance I >\
Maurice
. i mild.

b . cine of the
are giving him
porumih to come back
i is no sec
obvious!) ■<
i IIKI a gU)
of; I iinnk he
i ■'. ill not gel ;i
ii i \i i.. and
i i in have
him uiili theorga lization."
\v m
nl,ii hi' as he's

comfortable with where we were [or] we
would have taken him off the board."
iq<k i orowns {jC'i't'Mi manager
hern in his former teams, Handy
Moss has had only one ratedverj minor run-in with the law
since entering the NFL in iw>8
although he dropped to 21st
overall in the dial) because of offliekl issues In college.
Now he gets to play for Bill
Belichick, as strong-willed as
Shanahan. Both are coaches who
think they can deal with troubled
players, although shanahan got
nowhere with Curett, who was
cut because he was mo slow and
too fat, not because he caused
trouble.
\nd Belichickgot three productive seasons from I nie\ I lillnn,
a talented running back with a
reputation for me-first behavior.
I le could salvage Moss, who
said Sunday, "I was overwhelmed,
because I didn't expect to hear
iiiuii coach Belichick
Randy Moss and Dillon are
established NFL players — stars
at there best. Especially Moss,
although during his two seasons

in Oakland, the lethargic habits
he sometimes demonstrated in
Minnesota ("I play when I feel like
it") were on display regularly on
the NFIi worst team.
The draft picks haven't proven
their ability yet. But the most talented certainly get the chance.
Another player with a clouded
past to go eariy was Eric Wright,
a cornerback from UNLV chosen by Cleveland in the second
round with the 52nd pick. The
Browns traded up to take Wright,
a projected first-rounder by some
scouts. Wright left Southern
California after being charged
with ni|K'. That charge was later
dropped.
We did the background check
which includes police reports. ...
We were comfortable with where
we wen |or| we would have taken
him off of our board,'' Browns
general manager I'hil Savage said.
We left Elk Wright where we
thought he should be."
Wright was grateful, and said

WWW.BGNEWS.COM

yesterday what happened at USX"
has made him wary of "the people I associate myself with.
"I grew up in a strong household and was an honor roll student my entire life. I went to an all
boys Catholic school. I really need
to present myself in a proper light
so people can really know vvho
I am. I think this organization
has done all they could to get the
proper information. That's why
I think they were comfortable in
picking me and trading up to get
me. I really appreciate that."
Wright could represent the
other side of Goodell's "get tough"
policy.
While the rookie commissioner
has made it clear he will crack
down on continued transgressions, he's also emphasized a
willingness to forgive one-time
mistakes.
Last week, when five prospective first-round picks visited
his office, he apologized to two
of them, Calvin Johnson and
Gaines Adams, for reports they
had answered "yes," to a question at the scouting combine as to
whethertheyeverused marijuana.
He also ordered the question no
longer be used in questionnaires,
said he will punish teams who
leak information, and pledged to
apologize to a thiid player named
in the report, Amobi Okoye.

Cardinals' Hancock
dies in car accident
By R.B. Fillitrom

ST. IOU1S — The St Louis
Cardinals are mourning a
teammate for the second time
in five years, and it isn't any
easier this time.
Josh Hancock, a relief pitcher who helped the team win
the World Series last season,
died early Sunday when his
sport utility vehicle slammed
into the back of a tow truck,
bringing back painful memories of Darryl Kile's death in
)une2002.
"There's a big hole that's
going to be there," St. Louis
manager Tony La Russa said.
"This is brutal to go through."
The Cardinals postponed
their homegameSundaynight
against the Chicago Cubs. La
Russa informed Hancock's
family of the accident.
"What words can you give
somebody in a simation like
this?" Cubs manager Lou
Piniella said.
Police said the 29-year-old

SENIOR AWARDS

Congratulations to our
Graduating Seniors!
• • • FROM THE • • •

CREATIONAL SPORTS DEPARTMENT

Josh
Hancock
Has played with
Reds. Philly's
and the Cards

The Associated Press

Hancock was alone in his
2007 Ford Explorer when the
SUV struck the rear of a flatbed tow truck at 12:35 a.m.
The tow truck was in the left
lane with its lights flashing
while assisting another car
that had crashed, Police Chief
Joe Mokwa said.
I iancock died upon impact,
Mokwa said. The driver of the
tow truck, whose name was
not released by police, was in
the truck at the time of the
crash but was not injured.
Mokwa said the truck driver
saw Hancock's SUV swerve
just before it hit the tow truck.
Mokwa said it appeared
I Iancock was driving at or just
above the speed limit, and
there were no alcohol containers in his vehicle.

1045 N. Main IB
Bowling Green, Ohio
419-353-5800
www.meccabg.com

Management Inc.
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toe OA/ TODAY TO:
View our 2007/2008 listing
View photos, map of locations, paperwork
and other info to make your search easier.
Stop by or call office for update on openings

CENTER MANAGERS AND FLOOR ATTENDANTS
.,.,,-.!, -MOST III I I Mil I
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I rka 1)11 •LONGEVITY
• MOSI I \l 111,1 IKVIIYI'I It
: - Musi ow RWORKED
Uisonl aialono
loilii ( onrad
i atherine Hausei
I ogan McKnighl
Holly Mullen
I in a Oil
krlk [Ynian

lenHuber
i nil Maruna
t rlckWbeste
Ulison Opell
Sara i aven

MOST RELIABLE • laclyn Duller
MUSI PERSONABLE • Patrick Edwards
11INGEVITY* Holly Mullen & ladder?
Moal likely Io turn rcc ailire Into
a fashion slaleinenl • I lolly Mullen
Most likely Io strike a 30 minute
conversation wilh anyone who walks
through the door • Patrick Tdwards
lesslca Amellng
laclyn llullei
Patrick Edwards
I lolly Mullen

■ H.'.MH*!

MOSI III 1 IABI.E• lennyWeichel
MOST PERSONABLE • Erin McKlnney
MINGEVITY • Carly Keller
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loin Sweat) • MOSI III.LIABLE
• MOM PERSONABI l
,„l lulu c I,I,-I .LONGEVITY
Dalii -HI st town FOLDER
MikePlller*GHOS1 AWARD
Dana lackon
Bridge! Dalle
lulleCreler
Amber. Daniels
Ibm Sweene)
MikePIUei
Catherine I lausei
(Inn Bedej

THE HONORARY* lush Womack
AWARD • Erin McKlnney
( .nk Keller
i mi McKlnney
lenny Weichel

■l!ii:».'.HIHM
MOST RELIABLE • Kan Gilbert
LONGEVITY'Nik Gellei
MOST PERSONABLE • Nick Pope
Kau Gilbert
\ikCeller

Nick Pope

■ -IH'iJJI
Mi>lk Bauman• Mostitl.l IABI.E
llOTnuyOraysoii'MOSl PERSONABLI
i iidseyGaal* LONGEVITY
Vngle (.il.ini
LindseyGaal
Kiandra Graham
Tiemey Grayson
Amanda Hooper
i im lalkanen
Heather Melsner
\my Mesitei

MOSI RELIABLE • lusiin Hex
MOST PERSONABLE • Susan Gosnell
LONGEVITY •lesslca Walter
NA/.I SKATE GUARD • Carlo Mastracci
MOSI RECKLESS / \MIIO\l
DRIVER •Sarah Vaughn
Hannah Burley
i lisabeth Hrvattn [Ussy)
Caitlyn Lawrence
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OUTDOOR PROGRAM

im stevenoi Trip/Wall Stafl
Pat Langendorfer - 'trip/Wall Staff
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Apartments Available for Rent

2007-2008
1 BEDROOM APARTMENTS
517 REED STREET - /\f r/iursf/n.

449-455 S. ENTERPRISE

Furn. or Unfurn., One Bdrm. & One bath.
School Year - One Person Rate- $465
One Year - One Person Rate - $400

Furn. or Unfurn., One bdrm. One Bath.
School Year - One Person Rate- $385
One Year - One Person Rate - $350

707-727 THIRD STREET - One Bedroom.
Furn. or Unfurn., One bath.
School Year - One Person Rate- $395
One Year - One Person Rate - $350

839 SEVENTH STREET

825 THIRD STREET- Pets Allowed!
Furnished or Unfurnished, One bath.
School Year - One Person Rate- $465
One Year-One Person Rate-$410

810-815 FOURTH STREET

MOST RELIABLE- Scon I lickinger
MOST PERSONABLE • Ibdd Conrad
LONGEVITY Moe Rosa
BIGGEST CHARACTER • lush Longley
MOST AMUSING • Dawn Cheney
lue Rosa
i odd Conrad
i auran i inept

Unfurnished, One bath. Dishwasher.
School Year - One Person Rate- $460
One Year - One Person Rate - $395

Furn. or Unfurn., One bdrm. One Bath.
School Year - One Person Rate- $435
One Year - One Person Rate - $370

2 BEDROOM APARTMENTS
831 SEVENTH
Furn. or Unfurn., One Bath & Hall Vanity.
School Year - Two Person Rate- $560
One Year - Two Person Rate - $485

810 FIFTH; 649,707 SIXTH;
818 SEVENTH
Furn. or Unfurn., One Bath & Hall Vanity.
School Year - Two Person Rate- $565
One Year - Two Person Rate - $475

724 S. COLLEGE DRIVE
Unfurnished, 11/2 baths, Dishwasher.
School Year - Two Person Rate- $630
One Year - Two Person Rate - $530

521 E. MERRY -NearOffenhauer
Furn. or Unfurn. Two Bdrm. One Bath
School Year - Two Person Rate- $655
One Year - Two Person Rate - $565

402 HIGH STREET
Furn. or Unfurn., One bath.
School Year • Two Person Rate- $590
One Year - Two Person Rate - $490

701 FOURTH STREET
Furn. or Unfurn, Two bdrm.
One bath w/Vanity in each bdrm.
School Year - Two Person Rate-$620
One Year - Two Person Rate - $520

835 FOURTH STREET

I.it qucline McMillan

Pal Langenilorfer'MOST PERSONABLE
Mat! Hodek'LONGEVITY
Ircvoi le
-l \slisi PERSONTOHAVE
SDMI IMINI, IS COMMON WITH.
/ ick ( ii.n • MOST UKELYTO CLIMB
\ MOUNT UN BACKWARDS,VrtTH NO
OXYGEN.HAIIUNGAISPASSENGBRVAN
Bon I I.IM- • III s I ill ill 11 SETTING OUIIK
ten Stevenot* MOST RELIABLE/
Musi ADDKTEDTOTHEOP

You Want it? We Got it!

Fum. or Unfurn., Two Bedroom.
School Year -Two Person Rate- $590
One Year - Two Person Rate - $490

840-850 SIXTH STREET
Fum. or Unfurn., Two Full baths.
School Year - Two Person Rate- $650
One Year - Two Person Rate - $540

505 CLOUGH- Behind Kinko's.
Two Furn. or Unfurn., One bath & Vanity. School
Year-Two Person Rate-$630
One Year ■ Two Person Rate - $530

PETS ALLOWED AT:

EFFICIENCIES

PETS ALLOWED with a $250 nonrefundable pet
deposit in the following buildings:

451 THURSTIN AVENUE
Across the street from Offenhauer
Furnished efficiency apartments with full bath,
assigned parking and laundry in the building
School Year - One Person Rate- $395
One Year - One Person Rate - S365

517 E. Reed Street
640 Eighth Street
403 High Street
841 Eighth Street
825 Third Street
725 Ninth Street
802 Sixth Street
733,75S,.777Manville
831 Seventh Street
• Furnished or Unfurnished for Same Price
• Water, Sewer, Trash are FREE

M.iiiiiu.lek nip Stall
An lit run Wall Stafl

Ben Davis Wall Stafl

SUMMER RENTALS AVAILABLE
May 12,2007 to August 4,2007 Noon

We Still have a Selection of Houses Available for 2007 2008

NEWLOVE
tiud SitaU,

319 E. Woosttr Street, Bowling Grew, OH
(Located Across From Taco Bell)
Rental Office. 419-354-2260
Hours: Hon. thru Fit. 8:30-5:30 Sat 8:30-5:00
www.johniw^vwwlwtale.oom

*?KC.

'We've got a place for everyone!'
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Great April puts Indians on top
of the AL Central division
CLEVELAND CAP) — Eric Wedge
is in first place at the end of April
for the first time since becoming
Indians manager.
"I 'm very proud of the way guys
have fought through things this
month," Wedge said yesterday
after completing April with a 14-8
record — the Indians' best since a
16-6 opening month in 1999.
The Indians lead Minnesota by
11/2 games in the AL Central and
have today off.
In Wedge's first four years in
Cleveland, the April record often
was as ugly as the weather. 7-19 in
2003, followed by 9-13, 9-14 and
13-12.
Now, Wedge hopes the rest of
the season will be as successful. A
year ago, he emphasized making
a fast start. But Cleveland went
a combined 32-47 from May 1
until the end of luly to fall out of
the race.
"I'm not going through that
again," Wedge remarked when the
Indians reported to spring training
this February. "I'm about winning
one series at a time and not getting too crazy over starting fast."
So far, that philosophy has
worked. The Indians won seven
of eight series in April, the only
blemish an embarrassing threegame sweep in New York. But they
rebounded to win eight of their
next 10.
"It's great," third baseman Casey
Blake saidofmestart. "Individually,
I don't know if it means as much
as when you start fast as a team. It
takes pressure off everybody trying to do too much."
Outfielder Trot Nixon, in his first
season in Geveland, said he sees a
special camaraderie developing.
"We've gone through so much

MARK DUNCAN

PLEADING: Cleveland Indians manager Eric Wedge argues with homo plate umpire Bill Ml
game against the Baltimore Orioles on Friday, in Cleveland. Wedge objected to Miller's all on a

Bad call, weather affects Tribe
MARK DUNCAN : AP PHOTO

WEIRD: Cleveland Indians Grady Sizemore. right, is greeted by David Dellucci (20) and
Josh Barfield alter Sizemore's inside-the-park home run oH Baltimore Orioles pitcher Jeremy
Guihrie m the sixth inning of a baseball game Friday, in Cleveland

"You mix it with his good slider and
changeup and he is very tough to hit. As a
hitter, I would not want to face him."
Victor Martinez I Catcher
together and we're ready to take
on anything," Nixon said. "Right
now, this team doesn't realty have
an identity. I think it's developing
day by day, win by win."
CALM, COOL CARMONA:
Catcher Victor Martinez has seen
right-hander Fausto Carmona
pitch better. He also believes the
best is on the way.
"I've seen him like this or better," Martinez said after the righthander got 18 groundouts over 8
1-3 innings to beat Baltimore 6-1

yesterday. "He's just getting betIB and better. He can be pretty
special."
Martinez compares Cannona's
sinker to that of veteran lake
Westbrook, who last season got
opposing batters to hit into 36
double plays, most in the majors.
"I want to call that sinker all day
long," Martinez said. "You mix it
with hisgood slider and changeup
and he is very tough to hit. As a
hitter, I would not want to face
him."

ByTomWith.r.
The Associated Press

"I never had four games snowed out or

CLEVLTAND — Strange, strange
things are happening at lacobs
Field, baseball's theater of the
absurd.
We're not even out of April,
and it's already been a weird
season at the corner of Ontario
and Carnegie.
The Cleveland Indians have
had four games at the lakepostponed by a freakish April
snowstorm, forcing the club
to move a three-game "home"
series to Milwaukee. Also, the
team won its oft-delayed open:
er with just one hit — a firstinning double — to become
the first squad since 1952 to
win a game with their only hit
coming in their first at-bat.
The wackiest event, though,
happened Saturday night
when umpires awarded a
run to the Baltimore Orioles
— three innings after initially

played home games in another city, either.
And we've only got 140 more games to
go this year."
Rob"
waving ii off,
Indians reliever Roberto
I lemandez, who broke into the
major leagues in 1986. thought
he had seen it all.
"Never saw anything like it."
the 42-year-old pitcher said
yesterday. "Of course. I never
had four games snowed out or

played home games In another
city, cither. And we've only got
140 more games to go this year."
The latest weirdness began
innocently enough. Here's ,t

recap:
I he Orioles had just taken a
2-1 lead in the third on Miguel
lejada's Kill single. With one

out, Nick Maricakis on third
base and lejada at first Ramon
I lemandez hit a sinking liner iii

center field,
Cleveland's Grady Sizemore
made a diving catch, popped
up and threw to lust in lime to
get lejada fbl an inning-ending
double play. Maricakis, however,
tagged up and scored well before
lejada was out at first.
I leie's where it gels interest
Ing.
Baltimore's run should have
counted, but it was disallowed
by plate umpire Marvin Hudson
and the inning ended with the

Orioles up 2-1, not 3-1.

INDIANS
From Page 9
Orioles starter laret Wright
(0-3) may be headed back to
the DL The right-hander was
activated before the game,
gave up three runs in three
innings, and said he felt discomfort in his shoulder.
"It doesn't feel too good,"
Wright said. "I tried to get
through it. It hurts, basically.
It felt bad and kept getting
worse. We'll give it 24 hours
and come up with a plan."
Wedge could use a plan
to try and keep Carmona in
Cleveland's crowded rotation.
"We're not going to make
any decisions today," Wedge
said. "One way or another,
it's a very tough situation and
you want to give it as much
time as humanly possible."
Carmona gave up six hits,
walked two and struck out
one in a career-best 8 1-3
innings. He had a shutout
into the ninth when Aubrey
Huff hit his 100th pitch
over the wall in right with
one out. After Jay Gibbons
singled, Rafael Betancourt
replaced Carmona and got
the last two outs.
"I wanted to finish,"
Carmona said through firstbase coach Luis Rivera, who
served as interpreter for the
23-year-old Dominican. "I
didn't think about a shutout,
or about maybe the minors."
Carmona got 18 outs on
ground balls, one a spectacular play by second baseman losh Barfield in the first
inning Ranging behind the
bag to field a sharp bouncer
hit by Miguel Tejada, Barfield
leaped in the air, turned and
threw to first for the out.
Carmona issued his only
two walks with two outs in the
eighth. After a visit by pitching
coach Carl Willis, the righthander got Nick Maricakis to
ground out on the next pitch.
"When he had to make a
pitch, he kept it down and got
a ground ball," Orioles manager Sam Periozzo said. "He
pitched a great game."
It was (Pinion,is second
straight win after taking 11
straight losses. He won his
major league debut against
Detroit on April 15,2006, then
went 39 appearances, including nine starts, before defeating Minnesota on Tuesday.
Wright, sidelined since
experiencing shoulder soreness April 10 against Detroit,
walked the first two batters he
faced. After Travis Hather was
called out on strikes, Victor
Martinez lined a two-run single to right for a 2-0 lead.
t

lit College Park CammuDtties
everyone is isi"
The Enclave Apartments in celebration with the
Ohio Civil Rights Commission is proud to support
Fair Housing and recognize that April 2007 marks
the 39th anniversary o( the Title VIII of the Civil
Rights Act of 1968. Federal Fair Housing Act, which
provides for equal housing opportunity for all
Americans and prohibits housing discrimination on
the basis of race, color, religion, sex national origin/
ancestry, familial status and disability.
If you believe that your rights have been violated,
please contact the Ohio Civil Rights Commission
at 419.245.2900.
At College Park Communities everyone is welcome.
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706 Napoleon Road

Bowling Green, OH

419.353.5100

collegeparkweb.com
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Journalist
attacked
by gunmen
in Iraq

Secular protests reveal deep Turkish divisions
By Benjamin Harvey

ISTANBUL take)
More than
KKI.UCM) secular links gathered
in Istanbul yesterday, chanting
slogans against the pro-Islamic
government that has raced severe
criticism from the country's powerful military.
Ii was the second large (lemon
strarjon against the government
in fust two weeks and shows a
deepening division between secu
lar and Islamist camps in Inrkisli
society More than 300X100 secu
lar Turks staged a similar rally in
Ankara two weeks ago.
"Turkey is secular and will
remain secular," shouted thou
sands ol Bag-waving protesters,
who traveled to Istanbul from

across tin' country overnight.
The demonstrators sang nationalist songs and demanded the resignation ol the government, calling I'rinif Minister Uecep iayyip
Erdogan a "traitor."
I his government is theenemy
of Ataturk." said Kl year-old
Ahmet Yurdakul. a retired government employee, in reference
to the founder of the modern
republic, Mustafa Kemal Ataturk.
I hey warn to drag Turkey to the
dark ages.
Aery television footage stowed
a sea of red (lags in the packed
meeting area in Caglayan district,
lurkish Hags were seen everywhere, draped on people like
capes, cars, motorcycles and also
hanging from buildings.
Ihc rally was organized more

than a week ago but it came a
day alter l-jdogan's government
rejected a stem warning from the
military over the country's disputed presidential election, calling
its interference unacceptable in a
democracy.
The ruling party candidate,
foreign Minister Abdullah C.ul,
failed to win a lirst-round victory Friday in a parliamentary
vote marked by tensions between
secularists and the pro-Islamic
government. Most opposition
legislators boycotted the vote
and challenged its validity in the
Constitutional Court
(iul has promised to uphold
die country's secular traditions
amid concerns that his victory
will strengthen die role of Islam
in ixilirics.

By Basivm Mrout
The Associated Press

MURADSEZER

AP PHOTO

POWER STRUGGLE: Pro-seculai demonstrators wall; beneath Turkish flags carrying
portraits of Turkey's founder Ataturk during a rally in Istanbul. Tutkey. yesterday. Hundreds
of thousands of pro-secular Turks flooded central Istanbul to demand the resignation of the
government, which they fear is leading Turkey toward Islamic rule The demonstrators took to
the streets following a sharp rise in tension between Prime Minister Recep Tayyip Erdogans
government and the country's powerful pro-secular military, which accuses the government
of tolerating or encouraging the activities of radical Islamic circles

Woman kidnapped by
Taliban returns to France
I'ARIS (API— A French aid worker
who was kidnapped by the Ialiban
in Afghanistan returned home to
France yesterday, diplomatic officials said.
The woman, identified as (feline
Cordelier by the French Fmbassy
in Kabul was flown home overnight after giving a tearful statement Saturday pleading for the
release of four colleagues still held
in southern Afghanistan.
The Taliban is demanding the
MUSADEQ S«DEO
withdrawal of French troops from
Afghanistan. Cordelier worked in
southwestern Nimroz province EMOTIONAL PLEA: Released French
and was kidnapped April 3 with woman identified by hei first name. Celine
her colleagues from the aid orga- cries as she speaks during a press briefing at
the French embassy in Kabul. Afghanistan
nization Terre d'Fnfance.
The Taliban said the three on Saturday The Taliban released a female
Afghans and a French man. French aid worker abducted three weeks
identified by the embassy as Eric ago. but said Saturday a French man and
Damfreville, would be continue three Afghan colleagues will not be freed
to be held until French troops until French troops leave Afghanistan.
leave. Cordelier and Damfrcviile
are both in their 20s, the Fmbassy
said, without providing further their promise and giving me back
details.
my life. I will never forget that
Cordelier spoke briefly in they gave me something to eat
French Saturday at the embassy and drink and treated me with
in Kabul.
respect," she said, her voice shak" I thank the Ialiban for keeping ing and barely audible at times.

BRING IN THIS AD AND SAVE!
Zero Money Down - No Deposit

RENT SPECIAL
.-(Bedrooms from $895 M f '"■•""' • ""'""■•
2 Bedrooms from $735"" /«■■•»"""'• "'"«<•-

PLUS RECEIVE
New Living Room Carpet
oiKta Washer & Dryer in IO»«^I™I

<& SignUpToday! (&
GREENBRIAR, INC. i

(419)352-0717

BAGHDAD — Gunmen seriously wounded one of Iraq's
best known radio and television journalists near her
home in the capital yesterday,
police said.
The attackers were waiting
in parked cars and opened
fire just as Amal al-Moudares
left her house at 7:45 am in
the western neighborhood of
Khadra, police said.
She was critically wounded
and hospitalized for treatment,
police said.
Al-Moudares, who is in her
60s, began working for staterun television in 1962 and was
known by many Iraqis for her
weekly program TO Minutes,"
which focused on odd stories
from around the world.
She later worked for Baghdad
radio until the fall of Saddam
Hussein's regime in 2003.
She rejoined the state-run
station after it began to broadcast again, and her work has
included the daily program
"Studio 10," which allows Iraqis
to complain about the many
problems they now face with
city services such as electricity
and sewage.
During the 1990s, alMoudares also was a Baghdadbased correspondent for
Egyptian television.
Al-Moudares is a Shiite
Muslim whose family originally came from the city of
Diwanivah, 80 miles south of
Baghdad.
In an interview in July with
the Web site Iraq Media Net,
she said: "My hope is that peace
will prevail in the land of peace
|Iraq|. Our beloved country is
the land of love and brotherhood. Our ambition is that our
radio station be the green oasis
that unites all Iraqis."

Sign Up Before April 31st to Save $100 on
Your 1st Month's Rent
Houses for Rent
H9Troup
225 Lehman
247 Summit
702 Sixth
702'/: Sixth
704 V: Sixth

MJJS RENTALS
230 S. College

234 S. College

2 Bedroom House - $725

2 Bedroom House - $800

Call to make an appointment today!
Mid Am Management
641 Third #4 BG
352-4380

I & 2 Bedroom Apartments
Starting at $370
i
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• FREE HEAT IN SELECTED
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Coalition urges Israeli leader to
step down after media leak
By Steve Weizman
The Associated Press

JERUSALEM - Members of
Prime Minister lihud Olmert's
ruling coalition joined opposition lawmakers yesterday in
calling for the Israeli leader and
his defense minister to resign
after parts of a government
report criticizing their handling
of last year's war in Lebanon
were leaked to local media.
Officials close to the investigation confirmed TV reports
that the panel concluded
Olmert and Defense Minister
Amir I'eretz made hasty and illjudged decisions at the outset
of the war.
The report found these errors
were compounded by their lack
of experience and unfamiliarily
with defense issues, the officials
said on condition of anonymity
pending the report's release.
Olmert's office declined
comment until official publication of the report. Olmert made
no mention of the report in his

AVI OHAYON
TANK VISIT: In this photo released by Israel's Government Press Office. Israeli Prime
Minister Ehud Olmert peers from an Israeli fcrtes rank during a visit al an aimy base in
Zeelim near the Gdid Strip Members of Prune Minister Ehud Olmert's ruling coalition joined
opposition lawmakers yesterday in calling for the Israeli leader and his defense minister
to resign after pans of a government report criticizing their handling of last years war in
Lebanon were leaked to local media

opening statement at the weekly Cabinet meeting. Peretz also

did not comment
Olmert appointed the com
mission last year to slave oil
calls for a full-scale judicial

company.

which secrete sweat from their
paws, ihe Nikkei said.
The company expects slrong
sales amid a pet boom in lapan.
the Nikkei said. The patches ate
expelled to go on sale in lapan

lews
Classified Ads
419-372-6977
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;u(ipl ailv.riiMiiii'ius thai ilisirnn
in.ur. oi MICOUISBI discrimination
against any iiHlivuliial or K,mlP on
llu- hasis ol HKOi MV color, irrt'il.
religion, national origin, s.-ui.il on

mutton, disability, itatus i> a tretrun. or on the hasis ol ally Other
legalt> protected stains.

Lost/ Found

REWARD!!!!
Lost / Stolen Purse @ Skybar on
4/20: Lrg brwn Coach tote w initials
EES Contains: Blue Coach
checkbook wallet. BG ID, Mitsubishi car
[keys. 1 apt. key. Caseo digital cam
era. brown Coach Allie sunglasses
pink Motorola Sliver cell phone.
CASH REWARD IF RETURNED!
NO QUESTIONS ASKED!
Call: 440-227-3194

Services Offered
BOOK BUY BACK
At Collegiate Connection
531 Ridge SI.
Starting April 26
Tutor available. BGSU Junior. Social
Studies major, experienced. Seeking lutees. grades 7 thru 12. Brian
513-919-2670
Will take or haul old cars
Running or not
419-902-7412

8

9

inquiry into the government's
performance during the war.
which began when Hezbollah
guerrillas captured two Israeli
soldiers in a luly 12 cross-border raid.

ii worked with researchers al
Toyama University to study the

sweat patterns of dogs and cats,

later this year, with the price still
undecided, it said. It did not nun
lion plans tor overseas sales.
Doting lapanese pel owners

.in' known in go in great li'iigihs
for their pels well-being, taking
cats and dogs to specialist mas

seurs and even acupuncturists,
Help Wanted
'BARTENDING1 up lo $300 day No
exp necessary. Training provided
Call 800-965-6520 ext. 174.
BABYSITTER NEEDED I child:
6am-3pm. Mon. - Fri.. every other
week.For more info. 419-419-9109.
"• SUMMER HELP NEEDED •**
" FULL TIME POSITIONS "
•" S8 PER HOUR "•
HIRING IMMEDIATELY
No exp. needed - training provided
WORK OUTSIDE ON LAWNS
Learn From The Professionals
AT TRUGREEN CHEMLAWN!!
"CALL TODAY 419-874-1945 x62"
EOE M F D V

KAISUMI K»SAH*RA
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Wanted
Make up to S75 per online survey:
www.CashToSpend.com.
Roommate Wanted 2 bdrm town
house w/ porch and garage. $325
per month Call Tara: 419-551-6542.
SUMMER
SUBLEASER.
Nice
house, big yard, 1 blk. from campus.
AC. $270 mo tuM. 440-547-6745

2

5 9

armored carrier has a grim
black slash across its side, bunt
marks on the door and a web of
cracks along the window.
like most of the Mine
Resistant, Ambush Protected
IMHAP) vehicles in Anbar province, diis one has been hit as
many its three times by enemy
fire and bomb blasts. Yet, to
date, no American troops have
died while riding in one.
But efforts to buy thousands
more carriers — each costing
about SI million — could be
delayed if the White House and
Gmgress do not resolve their
deadlock over a S124.2 billion
war spending bill.
About S3 billion for the vehicles is lied up in the legislation.
The spending plan has stalled
because of a dispute over provisions thai would set a timetable for the withdrawal of U.S.
troops from Iraq.
At a healing last month, lawmakers urged the Amty to gel
more of the carriers to the batllefront as quickly as possible.
The vehicles are considered
lifesavers against die No. I killer
in Iraq — roadside bombs.
Military leaders say the
carriers have reduced roadside bomb casualties in Iraq
by as much as two-thirds. Hut
they are not effective against
the enemy's latest weapon
— explosively formed penetrators. wiiich hurl a list-sized
lump of molten copper.
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SUDOKU
To play: Complete the grid
so that every row, column
and every 3x3 box contains
the digits 1 to 9. There is no
guessing or math involved.
Just use logic to solve.
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Create and solve your
Sudoku puzzles for FREE.

Pr!IZESIJDOKU

AP WOK)

RELAX: A dog lover Kazuko Takesak,
hoids her pet dog "Moko" as she helps
Molo do some "Docja" exercise at a deportment store in Tokyo. A new patch can measure the stress level ol dogs, cats and other
pets by detecting excessive sweat secretion

Help Wanted

CAMP JOBS'"
Come spend an awesome summer
with us in the beautiful Rocky Mountains' Working at camp Is lun. adventurous and very rewarding. We
ofler competitive salaries and
roomboard. Girl Scouls - Mile Hi
Council owns 2 resident camps and
several day camps We are looking
to fill the following positions for
these camps: RN's LPN's. Counselors. Specialists, western riding
counselors, business managers. For
more info call: Shorty 303-607-4846
wwwgirlscoutsmilehi.org
campiobs@gsmhc.org
Find more coupons and details about NltroMax, visit thetlreman.com

3 BDRM APARTMENTS & TOWNHOUSES
♦ INTERNET CREDIT
♦ FREE SUMMER STORAGE
♦ FREE WASHER & DRYER IN ALL HD 3 BDRMS

*PLUS*
YOUR CHOICE OF THE FOLLOWING UPON MOVE-IN
$500.00 OFF YOUR FIRST MONTHS RENT
OR
$500.00 BEST BUY GIFT CARD
** You MUST bring this ad into our office at the time of signing the RESERVATION
AGREEMENT for this promotion to be honored. Gift card will he given on day of move in. either
6/2/07 or 8/16/07 or we will discount your first month rent.

LIMITED OCCUPANCY REMAINING!!

Personals

BOOK BUY BACK
At Collegiate Connection
531 Ridge SI.
Starting April 26
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CAMP RMHJIAJ I, Iraq — The

The company, which makes
a similar patch for humans, sa) 3

secretion — believed to he a sign
ol stress — the Nikkei WeekK
reported yesterday.
The round, pin-sized patch is
applied to the center pad of tin'
animal's paw and changes color
depending on how sweaty the
pet is. the Nikkei said.

THE BG NEWS SUDOKU

The Associated Press

TOKYO (AP) — Wondering if
your dog or cat is stressed? lust
stick a special patch on the bottom of its paw and you'll be able
to tell, according to a lapanese

cats by detecting excessive sweat

Washington
deadlock
could delay
armor funds
By LolitaC. Balder

New Japanese patch lets devoted pet
owners measure animal stress

The patch, developed by
lapanese company Medical Life
Care (liken, purports to measure the stress level of dogs and

Monday. April 50.200715

MECCA
Management Inc.
1045 N. Main St. Bowling Green, OH. 43402 419-353-5800
email: infota incccalig-coni

www.meccabg.com
* CERTAIN TERMS & RESTRICTIONS APPLY*

16 ■■'

WWW.BGNEWSCOM

The Daily Crossword Fix DA COR

Help Wanted

Help Wanted

For Sale

Attention Summer Work, $15 25
base appt FT PT customer sales
service, no exp nee. conditions apply, all ages 17. call now 419-8655150 tor 19 other Ohio 8 W VA. lo
cations visit yyvm.woiMoi students,

•ic Coach BG Gymnastics
Academy, located at Eppler Center,
looking tor recreational class & team
level coaches Some experience
preferred 419 575 4359

BEST IN BG GARAGE SALE
624 Wallace Ave . near hospital.
Sweet color TV. apt stuff, turn . vintage computer & elec parts. This
Sat. 9-3pm. sell cheap

OHice cleaning evenings 10-12 hrs.
per week Own transportation req.
Call Steve at 352-5335.

CASH FOR BOOKS
At Collegiate Connection
531 Ridge St.
Starting April 26

hrnuaht to you
vou bv
brought
by

cam

Camp Aide
Carrollton. is
hiring COUnSStol
health & sal.'.
627-4369 or email into at
Campari.
Chtldcare tor 11 ,.-,ir o'd boy. Mon
through Fn in BG Tiansportation
necessary 419 981 2745
Cleaning -.
Part I

419 353 0325
College Pro ■
; i.nters to
work outside w th other students
Earn $3000 5000 Adv
portuni! www.collegepro com
Seeking an individual to develop
and teach bi monthly creative move
men! pre-dance program to
6 months 5 ,
experience working with young children and tori"
li rning required Submit resume covi
and salary requirements 10 Contact
Kathy Manley. Discover Kingdom
1069 Klotz Rd. BG OH 43402Fax»
419-728-0283
Currently seelmitted gymna .'
terested in working w competitive
teams. Esp looking to* expel
individuals to work v.
tive team lev.
totiabie
based on exponent ■
call 419-873 0511
DAY DELIVERY PERSONNEL
A|)(i .

1432 E Wooster St
Monday through Friday
Earn S2500. monthly and more
to tyiii
>nlme
ww/.
, :om
Looking to' student teacher to choreograph a qumcenita. Latin-hip hop
• 7101

1-2-3 Bedroom Apartments

From Only $490!
On selected floor plans
• Ground floor ranch
I nice
• Patio
• Spacious kitchen
• Pets welcome!

PLAY SPORTS! HAVE FUN! SAVE
MONEY! Maine camp needs tun
:ovmg counselors to teach all land,
adventure S water sports Gnat
summer1 Call 888 844 8080. apply:
eampcadarcon
RELIABLE CARING BABYSITTER
needed tirs! summer session possibly beyond, lor our 4 yr old daugh
!er in our Perrysburg home .
afternoons, occasional nights. We
are looking lor someone who will actively engage in playing with and
teaching a sweet, shy g-rl $7 50 hr
E-mail vekstra@bgsu.edu
Sales Associate
Adun retail store. Immediate openings tor sales associate. Must be '8
yrs o! age. drug free, tnendly. and
• succeed Interested candi
an call 419-288-2131 be
Iween 9 and 5 Mon. - Sal. lo apply
al Labor tor light duly assembly m conteclionery plan! May
August Must be over 18 years old
ible to work 1st or 2nd shilt
Apply to: Decko Products. 2105 Superior St Sandusky OH 44870
Phone:419-626-5757. Fax
419 626-3135 E mail:
kHernmer(fl>aecko,corn
Sleep away summer camp lor inner
city youth now hiring. Apply online
al
www.bgctoledo.org
Summer 2007 Income Opportunity.
o student tranchises. Residential power washing business. Net
S1200 per week May be used tor in
lernship credit. 866-275-2782.
SUMMER HELP NEEDED
Waitresses & Cooks
Doc s Restaurant - 7 mins. Irom BG
419 823 4081. alter 3pm
The warm weather is finally here,
and we re gearing up at The Docks'
Real Seafood Company and Zia s
are hiring experienced servers
hosts, cooks and prep cooks. If you
have a real commitment to high
standards, lets talk. Apply in person
daily after 2pm. 22 Main St. at The
Docks. Toledo.

For Rent
"07-08 S.Y. 1.2.3.4.5 16 bdrm
units avail See CartyRentals.com
$5 web call 419-353-0325 also call
for Summer only.
07 - 08 School Year
t .2 & 3 bedroom apts. available.
For more mlo call 419-354-9740
1 & 3 bdrm apts on Manville by
Water Tower Available May & Aug
419-352-5239.
1 bdrm avail in Enclave 1 Fully furnished, free internet, willing to discount rent Call: 419-376-0270
1 bdrm. $400 mo plus elec. 8 dep.
9 & 12 mo. leases available. No pets
854 8th St 419-392-3354
1 subtsr. needed in a 3 brm. 2 bath
apt $250mo .util 9mo. 5 mm walk
10 campus, fully lurn. 513-236-8162
1457 Scott Hamilton. 4 bdrm Need
2-4 subleasers Irom Aug 07-Aug
08 Call 419-276-8843
2 bdrm apt Reed St
Close to campus Call 419-352
4773 or 419-601-3225 (cell)
2 bdrm. apt. 4th St $525 month ♦
utilities Available August 7. S for
fall. Call 419-409-1 ttO

3 bdrm house. $800 plus ulils. Avail
8 16 Sm pet allowed. 404 S. College. 419 352.4850 & 419 352.6948
3 bdrm. house, excell cond.. Avail.
Aug. 15. Close to campus BG. A C.
1 1 2 baths. D W. 419-308-2458.
3 bedrm. duplex available immed.
Price Negotiable. 846 7th St.. A
megancw@hgsu.edu
3 bedroom. A new listing. 200 blk.
Crim. nice netghbrhd. WD. Irg living
room Avail Aug 419-352 7090.

"r.«

m

n

N

t

VARSITY SQUARE
apartments
419-353-7715 t=J

n.t

m.

Contact Jack at
1-800-829-8638
or Steve at
(419)352-1150

y

419.352.8639 • 737 S. Main St
www.southside6.cotn
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For Rent

For Rent

For Rent

130 Liberty Street. 1 bedroom
$475 00. Newly remodeled
Quiet Location
Highland Management

418 8 S. Summit Street
2 bedroom $650 00
w garage & WD
Great Location
Highland Management
419-354-6036.

Private entry 1 bdrm & studio
As low as $365
419-3520590

419-354-6036

5 bedroom house avail tor summer
May 15th to Aug 5th
Call 419-494-8208

SOUTH
SIDE

ANSWERS

■■

InTERHET
JERVICEj
1IIIINH •nllMa
*J
'wiMwilacnniei
or call 419.352.3568

419-354-6036

T" aaf raw
For Rental Information:

Monet's hat
Kept lor later
Periodic table components
Simple
"A Bug's Life" hero
Very thirsty
Yeah, us too!
Actor Wallach
Letters on a pork loin
Shaq's surname
Beach toy
Secluded valley
_ Carlo
Spoken
Slugger Sammy
Aromatic compound
Teeny

■

414 S. Summit St
$885 00 w garage & WD
2. bedroom house
Great Location
Highalnd Management

2 Bttrm. 2 Full Bath, C/A
Shuttle stop across the street
$525 month Full Year Lease

40
41
42
44
45
46
49
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63

HICH SPEED DSL
j2g 95/MONTH

4 bdrm. unturn. house. 1st block ot
Manville. Redecorated May 06,
available May 07. 419-352-5239

-FREE HEA1
AI'AMIMfk'S

Cols and cradles
Up and about
Bloke
Jai
Philosopher Josiah
Las Vegas rival
Car/trucks?
Lions' hairdos
Mineral supplement
A mean Amin
Gem m the Smithsonian
Bookkeeper's books
Scheduled
Influence
Responsive to advice
Drive off
Write letter by letter
Rogers or Orbison
Terrible tsar
Bodice
Female equine
Performed

Twisted
Belgrade native
Tomorrow in Tijuana
Rough handler
Metal sheet
Inventor Howe
Lulu
Moonshine container:
Norwegian capital
Bad day for Caesar
Adam's grandson
Penny
Fermented taro dish

34 Go separate ways
37 Returned to one's
roots
38 Artist Chagall

ACROSS
1
b
10
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
23
25
26
27
32
34
35
36
37
38
39

Pestoherb
Duck past
Star of "Just Shoot Me"
Bro's sibling
Weapons store
Dove and Ivory
Actress Daly
Frosted
Occupant
Ukrainian peninsula
Long sandwich
In a short while
Goldfish habitat
Make sound
Uncle's wife
Dancer Verdon
Zodiac ram
Spray
Mel Gibson movie
Traditional stones
Checked out
Go by car
Satan's area of exper-

3 bdrm apt recently remodeled,
small pets allowed for 2007-2008
sch yr Please call 419-308-3525

709 5th Street
APARTMENTS

'."-i-ir. SOUAHI

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
21
22
24
27
28
29
30
31
32
33

L-'A-WV^ I

525 N. Prospect-3 bdrm . 2 bath. 2
car garage. $1000 M Avail, in May
439 N. Mam 5 bdrm. 2 bath, whole
house. $1500 M Avail, in Aug.
721 Fourth. 3 bdrm 2 bath, townhse
$800 M. Avail, in Aug. 419-353-0494
Apts & Houses 07 -08
419-353-8206
www.literentals.com

Buckeye Sell Storage
We have summer leases. Near campus, many sizes Open 24 hrs. Don't
make extra work, leave your things
here Call to reserve. 352-1520
Buckeye Studios
Student housing available now.
Monlhly'semester & yr. long leases
Fully turmshed. includes all utilities
& 25" TV. Free wireless internet
Call 419-352-1520
vww.ajcKeyeinranilsluti'Os.com
Clean & cozy 1 bdrm., Ivg. rm.. kitch
bath, deck, off street pkg. Avail. May
$450 pluseiec 419-654-5716
Enclave II waives $75 app lee by
signing over my 12 mo May to May
lease. Call ASAP 419-307-0087.
Male has 2 furnished rooms, lor
rent. Freedom ot the house. $250
mo., $100 deposit. 419-354-6117.

Smith Apt Rentals
419-352-8917 - 532 Manville Ave
Office open 10 - 2 M - F
www.bgapartments com
Subteaser needed May-Aug. The
Enclave II. $300 mo partially turn
Questions, call Aime 740-505-8043.
Subleaser needed. 149 Manville.
May thru August
Call tor more into. 419-351-6152
The Highlands
1 bedroom apartments
$395 00 - $450.00
Quiet location. Laundry on Site
www.bghighlandmgmt.com
Highland Management

419-354-6036
The Homestead
1 bedroom w/ study & 2 bedroom
$685-$600 washer & dryer on site
Extra storage in basement
Close to downtown
Highland Management

419-354-6036

IpwUH
1'/? Blocks From Campus

Toledo/Northwest Ohio Area

Move in during May or June
and get 2 Months Free!*
Move in after that and get
1 Month Free!*

1-2 Days per week during school
Full Time during summer break
www.homecityice.com
NO EXPEH1ENCE NEEDED • WILL THAW

1-800-899-8070
<1>M

<I>M

'DM <I«M

1 Bedroom & Studios Available
C A, Pets Welcome
On Site Laundry
Private Entrance Palio
Short Term Leases Avail
418-3827881

MO

<I>M <I>M <I>M <1>M <I>M <I>M

Congratulations
to our Phi Mu sisters!
Outgoing President Heather Kovacs
anticipates her marriage to Michael Minx
in August of 2007

.00 Visa Gift Card
'for Renewals & New Leases
in Enclave I

washer and dryer in every unit
individual leasing by the bedroom
• microwave, dishwasher & disposal
furnished apartments available
free ethernet in each bedr

Monica Kristek has become engaged
to David Goetz

•"state of Heart computer center '
• fitness room and billiards room
• basketball and sand volleyball court

Melissa Arbaugh has been pearled
to Michael French

•

Lauren Loomis has been pearled
to Joey Tiell

Enclave II unfurnished - $310
furnished - $33!

sgeparkueb.

Michelle Schatz has been pearled
to Kyle Renick
Alumnus Lisa Yearsin was married
to Ben Flores on March 24th, 2007

a tour, sign a le
<I>M

I
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<I>M «I>M
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